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ocal Characterization of Janko’s 
WOLFGANG LEMPXEN 
In this paper J4 denotes a finite simple group discovered by Jar&o and des- 
cribed in [IS]. 
The group J4 contains exactly one conjugacy class of &central and one class 
of non-2-central involutions with representatives 2: and t, respectively. CJ;,(z) 
is isomorphic to a product of Exl (213)and a group of type ~Aut(~~~) with 
amalgamated centers, whereas CJ,(t) is isomorphic to a semidirect product of 
E(211) and Rut(.ZWa,). Furthermore, thcrc is exactly one E(21i)-subgroup in an 
S,-subgroup of Jg and its normalizer is isomorphic to E(211) extended splittingly 
by the Mathieu group A&, . 
It is also well known that there is one conjugacy class of self-centralizing 
elementary Abelian subgroups of order 2 lo. If V is a representative of that class, 
then NJ4(V) = V L with V n I, = 1 and L s G&(2). Moreover, E induces 
orbits with lengths of 155 and 868 on V and thus acts irreducibiy on V. 7’he 
purpose of this paper is to characterize J4 by means of that 2-local subgroup. 
MAIN rkHEOREiM. Let G be a finite group of or&~ divisible by zzl; ~~~t~e~rn~~e~ 
sufpose that G contains an elementary Abelian subgroup V OJ order F” such that 
~o(V)/~(N~( V)) is isomorphic to an irreducible extension of E(P) by GL5(2). 
Then one of the following holds: 
(if The g&up G contains a normal series O(G) Q G, “;i Gl Q G such that 
/ G: Gl j = 2, Syl,(G,) = Syl,(G,), and G,/G, s ~(~o~(~)/~(~o~(~) for aq 
X5 S&,(6,); Go/Q(G) is a non-Abelian simple group and NGO(V)/CoO(V) G 
GL,(2). Itioreover, 6, contains at least four conjugacy classes of ik~olutions which 
are already G-classes. 
(ii) The group G/Q(G) is isomorphic to J4 D 
Remark If we are in case (i) of the main theorem and if N,O(V mod O(G))/ 
O(G) V is isomorphic to G,?&(2) as well as O(C,O(z mod O(G))) < O(G) for 
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2-central involutions x of G, then, by results of [4], Go/O(G) is isomorphic to 
the orthogonal group Q(2); hence G/O(G) g Aut(Q(2)). 
It seems very likely that G/O(G) is isomorphic to Aut(Ds(2)) in any case of(i). 
Outline of Proof. First of all we prove that No( V)/Co( V) induces orbits with 
lengths of 155 and 868 on V and that NG( V) splits over V. Thus No(V) = 
V . L with V n L = 1, O(L) = 0(~Vo( V)) = O(C,( V)), and L/O(L) g G&(2). 
Inspecting No(V) we are able to establish that an &-subgroup Y * T of 
No(V) contains exactly one extra-special subgroup E of order 213 and exactly 
three elementary Abelian subgroups V, IV, and W* of order 2r” such that VW = 
vw* = ww*, Vn W=Vn W*=Z(VW)rE(2fi), and NG(V)n 
NG( W) n NG(W*) = VW. A with A/O(A) z Alt, . Moreover, V and W are 
completely reducible A-modules, whereas W* is not completely reducible. By 
assumption there exists a 2-subgroup S of G containing VT with index two. 
Furthermore, there exists an involution s in S - VT such that U = (W*, s} 
is the only elementary Abelian subgroup of order 211 in S, which is already an 
&-subgroup of G. Clearly, s acts on both VW and VW * A. 
Assuming [A, s] < O(A) fusion arguments yield the statements of case (i)- 
So we are left with the case that [A, s] z& O(A); then C,(s mod O(A))/O(A) c 
Ah, and Z(VW) < [A, s] < O(A) . Z(VW). We can easily prove that C,(U) = 
O(C,(U)) x U and C,(E) = O(C,(E)) x Z(E). Fusion arguments together 
with the main results of [S, 111 now yield Nc( U)/C,(U) g lUz, and 
~o(-W(G(E) E) e 3 AuWL>; moreover, G contains exactly two conjugacy 
classes of involutions. Nevertheless we are not in a position to make use 
of Reifart’s results [14]. But extended applications of Goldschmidts Corollary 4 
[6] yield that an &--subgroup of C,(j)/(j), j an involution of G, contains a 
strongly closed elementary Abelian subgroup. This finally implies that C,(j) 
is 2-constrained and that C,(j)/O(C&)) is isomorphic to the corresponding 
involution centralizer in J4 . Now, by results of [15, 181, G/O(G) is isomorphic 
to 14. 
CONVENTIONS AND STANDARD NOTATION 
For convenience we make the following definitions: 
(0.1) Given groups A and B we write A 5 B (A 5 B) provided A is 
(is not) isomorphic to some (any) subgroup of B. 
(0.2) Let H be a finite group such that H’ is non-Abelian simple and 
1 H: H’ 1 < 2. The group X is said to be isomorphic to fiH, if X is isomorphic 
to an n-fold covering of El’, X/Z(X) g H, and if elements of X - X’ act 
invertingly on 2(X’). 
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(0.3) Let A b e a rou g p and B < N(A); then A . B denotes the semidirect 
product of A and B and A * B denotes a product of A and 42 with amalgamated 
centers, whereas AB denotes any product of A and B. 
(0.4) E(pn) and Ex(p”) denote an elementary A4belian and an extra-special 
group of order pa, and Z, , D, , andF, denote a cychc, dihedral, and Frobenius 
group of order n, respectively. Furthermore, 2% is the symmetric group on ;“z 
letters acd Ah, designates the alternating roup on n letters. 
(0.5) Suppose the group N acts on a set V and induces n orbits on V with 
representatives q ,..., V, such that 1 ccl,(vi)j = mi I i~(l,..., E>‘ Then we 
have length m, , i E (I ,..., t>. 
e are ki AT-orbits 3x V which 
Assume there is a subset U of V which is acted upon by N; if (N! V - U) = 
mlv’l + ... + m,v, and if the action of N on hi is we11 known, then we also 
write (IV! V) = U + m,v, + ..’ + m,v, . 
Finally, if V is a group, we also write (A? 5’) instead of (Nir V+). 
(0.6) Given elements x, y1 , yz , y3 ). ,. then x: yI 4 yz +- yy . . I is equivalent 
to yr” = yz , ysx = y3 , etc. 
(0.7) Given integers m and n then m ] n (m Y z) means that m does (does not) 
divide n. 
A41 other notation used is standard and may be found in [7] or [D]. 
1. STRUCTURE 0F THE &tow U&i?) 
Let E denote the general linear group of 5 x 5 matrices over GF(Z). Then L 
is a simple group of order 21° . 9 . 5 .7 . 31. 
For convenience we introduce the following notation for some elements of%: 
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0 0 
* 0 0 
0 0 
0010 
0 0 8 0 1 
/ 
0 0 0 0 1 
A, = Ai n A, , Ho = CI,(ro), and HI = C,(r,r,). 
‘Fhen T is an &-subgroup of L, T' = Z,(T) = (Ye, rI, Y~,I'~, d,, $>,, 
22:2(T) = <r O, TV, r2), and T” = Z(T) = (Y&; the groups E, , E, , 
are the only maximal Abelian normal subgroups of T and the group .EIEz is 
the only extra-special subgroup of order 27 in T. 
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Suppose i E (1,2}; then C&IQ = Ei g E(24), N’(E,) = Eg Ai , C,(R,) = 
Rig E(2’9, and IV”(&) = Ri . (& x (at, ti)) with (ai, ti) g Za . 
The elements Y,, and ylyz are representatives of the two conjugacy classes of 
involutions of L; we have H,, = E,Ez . A, and HI = RIRR, . (ala, , t,t,) with 
<ala, , tlt2> 5z & . 
Moreover, (a, , a,) E Syl,(L) with N’((q , a,)) s E(39 . D, , C,(a,) = 
(al> x Kl G -G x G-W), CL(ala2) = <ala,> x <va , ~oy1~3 , v22, h> s 
-G x Ah , NL(<qo)) = <yoy$, yo> x Go , a32Qd s 4 x Fal , Nd(f>) G 
(2, x 2,) * Z4, and N,((d)) = <d, f> r -& .4 . 
(1.1) Put A = (a, , a3 , blt, , b2tl , a) and B = (aI , a3 , b, , b, , tr). Then 
B’ = (a 1,a3> 11, 21 = b t b t ) - Ah, , B = B’ . (tl) z .Z6 , and A = (B’, a> = 
(B’, y) g Alt, . 
Furthermore, Ah, contains exactly one. conjugacy class of subgroups isomor- 
phic to each of Z6, Ah,, and Ah,. 
Proof. Put S, = (a,, a a ) and let X and Y be subgroups of A, (s Alt,) such 
that Xz,Z6, Y s Ah,, and S, G X n Y. As N,(S,) = NL(S,) = S, . (t, , 
b,) E E(32) . D, , Nr(S,) = NY(&) = S, * (b,t,) s E(32) . 2, with 
$;;)2 = t d I 2i , and S2-subgroups of both, X’ and Y are isomorphic to D, , we 
compute that {x E A, / xa = 1, (bItI)” = (b,t,)-l} = t,(b, , b,t,). Thus (b,t, , 
b,t,) E SYI,(W n SY~,(V, b ecause both, X’ and Y contain exactly one class of 
involutions only. Since Nr(S,) is a maximal subgroup of X’ and Nr(S,) is a 
maximal subgroup of X, we get X’ = (N,(S,), b,t,) = (S, , blt, , 6,t,) < Y 
and X = <Nx(S3), &$d = <S3 , (bltl , b&J x (b,)> = X’ (0 
It is well known that / Cx,(tld2,)j = 23 and CA(tld2+) = (E x (u)) (b,t,> 
with E e E(22), O(U) = 3, (b,tJ2 = t,d,+ E E and ~~1% = u2; inspecting 
C,%(t,d,+) we get u E {a, a*~}. Since t, E NA2(X’), we have Y = (X’, a> or 
Y = (xl, a)% . As y = a2b,t, the statements above have been proved. 
(1.2) Each of L and E, A, has exactly one conjugacy class of subgroups 
isomorphic to Ah, . 
Proof. Let X be a subgroup of L or I?, . A, isomorphic to Ah, . Without 
loss of generality we may assume that S, = (a, , aa) is contained in X. So 
X 3 raS,(S,) = S, . (t, , d,, , b,) g 1!?(3~) . D, and a, and a+, are representa- 
tives of the two conjugacy classes of elements of order three in X. Clearly, X 
contains N,(<a,a,)) which is isomorphic to (2, x Ah,) .Z, . Hence, X0 = 
(NL(S3), NL(<a,a3))) G X and j X0 / = 23+a . 32 . 5 . 7a with 0 G a! G 3, 
OG/?pl,andol+~>l. 
If F is an S,-subgroup of N,((a,a,)), then (2, x 2,) . 2, s NL(F) < 
N,(<a,a,)) 4 X0 . Thus, by a theorem of Sylow, 2” .78 = 1 mod 5; this 
immediately implies ,B = 1 and 01 = 3. So X0 = X and the claimed results 
hold. 
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TABLE I 
Conjugacy Classes of L 
1 iL I 
2 210 . 3 . 7 
2 29 ’ 3 
4 r1r2 2” 
4 rtl 27 . 3 
4 70 27 
8 r3dld2 24 
3 22 . 32 . 5 
3 23 . 32 . 7 
5 3.5 
7 2-3.7 
7 2.3.7 
31 31 
31 31 
6 (w%)2 22 . 3 
6 aI2 23 . 3 
12 dza12 2% * 3 
14 2.7 
14 2.7 
15 3.5 
15 3.5 
21 3.7 
21 3-7 
<d> 
(1.3) Making use of fairly standard arguments it is easy to verkfy the state- 
ments listed in Table I. 
(1.4) Let X be a subgroup of L such that / L: X j < PO. Then X is con- 
jugate to one of the groups listed below, where 2’ E (1, 21, Aci) g Ait, , and 
Ew’ gg #x8 , 
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Conjugate of X IX1 jL:X\ 
Al 
Ei . A(i) 
Ei . B(i) 
Iii * Ki 
Ri. (Ki x (a,>) 
4 * (Ki x (ti>), f-f, 
N,(Ri) 
N@i) 
L 
26*32.5*7 24*31 =496 
27 * 32 * 5 * 7 23.31 =248 
28 .32 ’ 5 22.7.31 = 868 
29 * 3 - 7 2 * 3 .5 * 31 = 930 
29 . 32 * 7 2.5 * 31 = 310 
210 * 3 * 7 3.5.31=465 
210 . 32 . 7 5 .31 = 155 
210 . 32 . 5 .7 31 
210 * 32 * 5 * 7 - 31 1 
(1.5) Suppose X is a subgroup of L of order divisible by 31. Then X = L 
or X < NL(X) g Z,, .Z, . 
2. IO-DIMENSIONAL @(2)-REPRESENTATIONS OF G&(2) 
Let N denote a finite group containing an elementary Abelian normal sub- 
group V of order 2r” such that N/V z GL,(2) and C,(V) = V. Furthermore, 
let N, be an ,.$-subgroup of N and let f, q, and d be elements of N of orders 
5, 7, and 31, respectively. 
(2.1) (a) Either j C,(f)1 = 26, 1 C,(d)] = 1 Z(N)\ = 25, and j C,(q)/ = 27 
or I GUI = z2, I G@)I = I .W)l = 1, and I &&)I E (2, Z4). 
(b) %G’J2) = N2 and Z(N,) n ccl,(x) = {a} for any 2: E Z(N,). 
(c) Let U be a subgroup of N containing V such that I N: U 1 E (31, 155, 
248, 868, 310, 930); then NN(U)/Vg E(29 - (L,(2) x ,X33> if 1 N: U j ~(310, 
9303 and NN(U) = U otherwise. 
Proof. Trivial. 
(2.2) The group N acts on V in one of the following ways: 
(N! V) I zW2)I I cvv >I I cvm 
(930) + 3(31) 22 22 24 
(868) + (155) 2 22 2 
2(496) + (31) 2 22 24 
2(496) + 31(l) 26 26 27 
(496) + (465) + 2(31) 22 22 24 
32(31) + 31(l) 25 26 27 
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I+ooJ. Make use of (1.4), (2.1), and the fact that N,V(P mod V) controks 
fusion in C,(P) for any Sylow subgroup P of N. 
(2.3) If (N! V) = (496) + (465) + 2(31) or (N! V) = (93 
N acts reducibly on V. 
P~ooj. Suppose that N satisfies the assumptions above. As d has no fixed 
point in P, we may assume that N,,((d)) = (d,J) with df = d2. Since / C,(p)i 
2, we get ((d,f)! Y) = 3(31) + 6(155). 
ithout loss of generality we regard fl= N/?/as a subgroup of L? = 
andF to be elements of G&(2) of order 1,31, and 5, resp 
with DF = P we put x1 = (f F), x2 = (,’ j), y1 = (i y), and y2 = (i i); further- 
more let i E (1: 21. Then (x@ = xi2, [x1 , q,j = [yr , yJ = 1, (x1 ) xz> E 
Sy!,,(9), and (yr , ys) E Syl,(Z). Since a has no fixed points in V+, we may 
assume that Iz = xl~xz* with suitable integers K, I E (1, 2,..., 30). As 5 Y / Cs(J)j 
and x%% = xa for any x E (x1 , x2), (ylyz) = (J) E SyI,(N&(d))). Further- 
more, (Ct, j) < N,((q)) and thus G,(q) = [CV(xi), (d, f)] r E(2s). Since 
there are at least two N-orbits of length 31 in V, N acts on C,(Z~) or on G,(x,), 
This proves the statement above. 
(2.4) If (N! V) = (31) + 2(496), then N acts reducibly on Y. 
Proof. Suppose (N? V) = 3lv, + 496, + 496~~; then C&v,)/Vr I@*) /; 
Ah, and CN(-dj)/Vg Alt, for j E (2, 3). Put C, = CN(vl), C’a = C&V,), and 
Q = O,(C,). 
Since GL,(2) contains exactly one class of subgroups isomorphic to Ah, ) we 
may assume that 4;;v(z1s) = Cs and Cr = Q&‘2 > with Q n Cz = V and 
Z(Na) = (q). Clearly, V > g = <x2 j x E_O) = ) > (a,); moreoverT, if 
Q’ = (Qp then Z(Q) > (a,), because [ 9 j = 2r4 a us Q is not extra-special. 
As C,(G) = (1, % , 2 > 3 f v. v > there exists a Cl;-invariant subgroup U of B 
such that (al) < pi < V and 1 U 1 E (25, 26, 2g). ketj E (2, 3) and wj E ccl~(vj) -
ccI,Jvj); then / c~l,~(v~)j = 16 and 80 j / ccl,.Jwj)I m Since 25 = Ii + 31, LZ6 = 
1 + 31 + 2 . 16, and 2g = 1 + 31 + 6 . 80, we easily conclude that ccI,(v,) is 
contained in pi. Thus, N acts reducibly on V. 
Now suppose that N acts irreducibly on V. Hence, by the results obtained so 
far, (Nwi V) = 15521, + 868~s. 
As we are going to determine CN(idi)/VP iE (I, 2>$ we may as 
N= V.L with L E GL,(2). Furthermore, we use notation intr 
Section I. Thus, w.1.o.g. C,(q) = N,(R,) and C,(v,) = .Ej I Bj WI 
B, < A, and suitable i, j E (1,2). 
If i =j, then (or , va) < C,(E,), which is A,-invariant. Since j A, n NL( 
= 26 . 3 . 7 and j A,: Bi I = 28, we get 26 I / C,(E,)j j 2s. But this finally ields 
a contradiction, because elements of order 5 or 7 of A, do not act fixed-point- 
freely on C,(EJ*. Therefore i # j. 
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Since R, and R, as well as Er and E, occur symmetrically in the S,-subgroup 
T of L, we may and do assume that (i, j) = (1,2) and B, = B. Thus, C,(q) = 
N,(R,) and C,(w,) = Ez . B. 
We have proved that there are at most two nonisomorphic irreducible G&(2)- 
modules of dimension 10 over GF(2). 
Now let W denote a standard S&(2)-module of dimension 5 over GF(2). 
Then it is well known that B(W), 0 < i < 4, are pairwise nonisomorphic 
irreducible S&(2)-modules over GF(2) with dim fli( W) = (f). As (3 = (9 = 10 
and G&(2) = S&(2), application of [2, Theorem 4.11 to N/V and V yields the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let N be a finite group containing an elementary Abelian normal 
subgroup V of order 21° such that N/V g GL,(2). If N/V acts irreducibly on V, 
then N splits over V and induces orbits of length 155 and 868 on V. 
II. A CHARACTERIZATION OF J4 
In this part, G designates a finite group satisfying the following assumptions: 
(Al) 221 divides j G j . 
(A2) G contains an elementary Abelian subgroup V of order 21° such that 
iVG( V)/(O(N,( V)) x V) g GL,(2) and No(V) acts irreducibly on V. 
Thus, by results of Part I, No(V) = V . L with Vn L = 1, O(L) = 
O(N,( I’)) = O(C,( V)), and L/O(L) z GL,(2). Moreover, Co(V) = O(L) x V. 
In what follows Y,, , y1 , y2 , ~a, dI , dI+ , tl , d, , d,, , t, , and a, , a2 , a3 , and 
q. , qr , q2 , and d, f, fi , and a, b, , b, , y, and to denote elements of L - O(L) 
such that their images in L/O(L) correspond to those 5 x 5 matrices over GF(2) 
labeled with the same letters as in Chapter I. 
Since S,-subgroups of L and L/O(L) are isomorphic, we may assume that 
rj2 = dj2 = df+ = ti2 = 1 for j E (0, 1,2, 3) and i E {1,2} and that these involu- 
tions generate an S,-subgroup T of L. 
Moreover, for i E {1,2}, let Ei = (r. , ri , di , ti) and R, = (y. , rr , y2 , ~a , 
di , d,+). Then Ei E E(24), N,(E,) = Ei . Ai with O(A,) = O(N,(E,)) = 
O(C,(E,)) and A,/O(A,) s Alt, , and CL(&) = O(A,) x Ei; furthermore, 
Ri s E(26), CL(Ri) = O(N,(R,)) x Ri and N,(R,) = C,(R,) Ki(ai, ti) with 
<ai, G/O(<ai, ti> GS -&, KIO(K~) s G&G’), and [K , <ai, tdl < f& n <ai, 
ii> < OK) n O(b , ~2) < O(N&)) < O(L). 
Let Ho and Hr denote the centralizers of y. and yrr2 in L, respectively; then 
HI = O(H,) R,R,(a,a, , tlt2) and Ho = O(H,) EIE2Ao with O(A,) < O(H,) 
and A,/O(A,) s GL,(2). 
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We may assume that the following hold: 
4 = +3 > 4, > 4+, % , %I), 
A2 = WL) <YlY 4 > t1,4 7 a,, $2, Kl = (4 , $+ 9 t, , a2 I 21), 
K2 = (4 * 4+, 4, a,, e>. 
Finally we put TI = R,R,(t, , tz), Krs = (dz , d,, , t&, F - (a, , a2), -3 - 
83 = (% > 49 A = G% , & , b2tl , Y>, 2nd = 6% , b, 9 b, > t,); thus, 
A/O(A) r Ah,, B/O(B) g 2Y6, 2nd B’ = O(B) (S3 ) bItI, &). 
1. THE ~-LOCAL SUBGROUP ,VG(Y) 
By results of Part I we immediately get the following. 
(1 .l) (a) Without loss of generality we may assume that there are elements 
or ) ‘us in Y such that (I,! V) = 15521, + 868v,, CJv,) = O(L) ??,(I?,), and 
(E) (E, . B); moreover Z( VT) = (v~)~ 
(b) If f EL - O(L) with f5 E O(L), then C,(f)+ c ccl,(v,) and 1 C,(f)! 
= 4. 
(c) If g EL - O(L) with q7 E O(L), then C&)# L cclL(q) and / C,(q)j = 2. 
(d) Pf d EL - O(L) with d3r E O(E), then CV(bk) = 1, 
(1.2) e have 1 C,(x)[ = 2* f or any x EL - O(L) with x3 E O(L), C,(S,) = 
(OS ) v2), 2nd C,(L,) = (vl , ~2). Moreover ~r7+ = %!I and v,7$ E cd,(.~~). 
Fkx$ Without loss of generality we may assume tbst O(L) = 1. Let x 
denote an element ofL with o(x) = 3; thus, c = j C,(x)/ = P” with 0 < rz < 4. 
If x E cclL(a,), then c = 2*, because (q) = C,(a, i qr) and (aI p qr) s Zzl . 
Now suppose that x E ccl,(a,a,). Since C,(a+J z Z, X AIt, , zsI E C,(a,a,), and 
.& Z& C,(a,), we get c E (2*, 2s}. The fact that x1 = ~zdI+a,g,2~,2 E ccl,(a,a,) 
and &,q2n,x,) = 7 now yields c = 2?. 
Clearly, NL(S3) = S’s . (t, , d,, , b,) controls tbe L-fusion of the elements in 
C,(S,). As (vl ) q,) < C,(S,) and NJ&) < CL(zlJ as well as NL(S3) f? 
C,(v,) = S, . (tl , d,,), we get C,(S,) = (q , ve) and vb,l = ~rz+ . Kate that 
to E N&) - C,(v,); hence, C,(L,) = (vr , ~2) and ~~~40 E cd,@& QED. 
(1.3) The group CL(vJ acts on V as follows: 
(CL(q)! V) = la, + 42vy + 112v,a, + 8&J,” f i 1223 + 672v,d. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that O(L) = 1. So L1 = 
CL(Vi) = NL(R1). 
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Calculating (LX)% we easily see that C,(V, , $0) = 
10000 
* 1 0 0 0 
* E GF(2), det(X) = 1 
* 0 0 1 0 
* * * * 
Thus, / C L ( nr , +)I = 2g * 3 and / ccl~,(z+)~ = 2 . 3 * 7 = 42. 
Let D = B n I,,; then C,(V, , v s ) = l?, . D and Ss . (tl , d,,) \< D as well as 
22 * 3s 1 / D j j 23 . 32, because 5 Y j D / and B contains no subgroups with 
index 5. Supposing / D 1 = 23 * 32 we conclude D = iVJS,) = NL(S,) G L, 
and thus, by Sylows theorems, 2 7 . 3 = 1 mod 3, which is obviously absurd. So 
D = S, . (tl , d,,) and 1 CCI~~(ZJ& = 1 c&(v,)l = 24 . 7 = 112. 
Clearly, C = C,(v, , vs”) = L, n (E2B)d and / C / 12s . 32. Since Ezd n L, = 
(robd) 4 C, 1 C 1 divides 26 * 3. Now j L,: C I < 1023 implies I C 1 = 25 . 3 and 
1 ccl,Juad)l = 25 * 3 .7 = 672. 
Now let D = B” n L,; then C,(v, , vs”) = L, n EgBy = E, . D. Some easy 
calculations yield y: ala3 + ala3 , t,d,+ --+ t,d,+ , 6, -+ r3d, , b, + Ylt,d,, and 
ala3 . r3dl . rIt,d2+ . a,a3 = Ylt,dz+ . d,, . Hence, S = (rIdI+ , ylrzdl ,t,d,+) E 
Syl,((By)‘) and S x (r,) E Syl,(Bv) n Syl,(D). Since D contains no subgroups 
with index 5 and ala3 ED, we finally get 1 D / = 24. 3 and j ccl,fi,~)[ =
/ L,: E,D j = 22 .3 .7 = 84. Q.E.D. 
(1.4) Let Q = O(L), L = L/Q, and L, = C,(q). Then the following state- 
ments hold. 
(a) .fYr = N,(R,) contains exactly three conjugacy classes of elements of 
order three with representatives 4 , a3 , and cra3 . 
(b) (C&h>! Gk)) = (Cal! G@J) = Iv1 + 7~9, -I- 7v2 . 
Cc> (CE@~>! G4a3)> = 1 vlv2 + 7v, + 725 and (C’E~(?Z~) ! C,(a,)) = lv,v, 
+ Iv, + 6~: + Iv, + 6$ with v? E ccIL,(v~) and v$ E ~cl,~(u,~). 
(d) (Ci;(Zra3)! Cv(ala,)) = 5v, + lOv, and (C, (zIg3)! C,(a,a,)) = Iv, + 1 
4v,v, + 4v, + 6q’. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that Q = 1, So L, = 
&(&) = Rl . (Kl X (al , 6)) &s 427 . (G&(2) X 23). 
As C&d = (4 x KI CL1 and CL(al ,v2> = (4 x Cd2 , t, , a3 ,4+) z 
2, x Z4, the conclusions of (a) and (b) hold. 
Now calculate C,(a,a, , vr) = (ala3> x <rsdl , rIdId,+ , a,) g 2, x Alt, , 
Cdala3 ,vJ = s3(h), and CL(ala3 , q , v2) = S3; since <vl , v2 ,v29 d 
C&v,) and C&a, , v1 , vay) = <a,@,, r3dl), the statements of (d) follow. 
Let D = CL(a3). Clearly, (v r , v2) < C,(a,). Now calculate C,(a, , vr) = 
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GL(a3 , v2) = <as) X {r. , r2 , a, , it,) s 2, X & . Since a3 E idol, we eady 
conclude that (D! Cy(ag)) = lw + 771, + ‘?v, with some w E c&(q). 
As k = t,r,& E C,(a,) - L, , we calculate C,(v, , 71~~) =
I*000 
0 1 0 0 0 
1 * E GF(2), det(X) = 1 Vlk E ecl,l(v~), 
Since CL(aQ , vf , vEIc) = (a& X (Pi , t,a,) g Z, X E(2!7, we get (CL(a3 , vl)! 
(vJ) = 13, + 6v,” and w = vlvz . 
bviously v2 # vZk E C,(a,). Since C,(v, , vzk) = L, n ES2” D 
hk) = (~2flal>, 
C&3 > fJ1 ,
application of (1.3) yields v2” E CC~~,(V~~)~ Moreover, 
v2”) < C,(a, , v1 , YZk) = (a& X (y2, t,a,). Hence, the 
Liaimed in (c) hold. 
(1.5) The following statements hold: 
(a) If x E (E1 , R, , R2), then C,(X)+ _C c&(v,). 
(b) Cv(R,) = (v,), C,(EIE,) = (1, vl > ~$0 ,..., v$j, CV(El) = C&E& 1 
(v4,0p~)> and C,(E,) gs E(2’9. 
(c) C,(‘,) = (1, VI) 274 ,...) v$‘) < C,(E,) and Cv(R,, EI) = C, 
0, Vl , v$, v$> with v$ = v$ and v$ = v$. 
(d) Let,& = CL(vl); then 
and 
(?QE1E2)! C,(E,E,)) = (Ho nL! C,(E$,)) = IV, + 4vp . 
E”yooJ. Again we may assume that O(L) = 1. Thus, L, = CL(q) = N,( 
Since .&, 6 ccl,(E,) and C,(vz”) = E, (Ye ) T& , d,+ 9 t,cE,,) is an S,- 
subgroup of CL(v2g), the statements in (a) hold. 
As vl E C,(RJ u V .L, and CV(R,)# _C ccl,(v,), application of (8.3) yields 
@VW = <VA 
Let i E (I, 2) and ci = j C,(E,)] . Since nI E C,(EJ and q1 E N,(pS,) l? I.., )
we get cl E 2 mod 7 and c, z 0 mod 5; this implies cl. = 16. ‘tve know that 
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(WI >v2 , v2”> d W-G If c2 = 2Q, we get C,(E,) = CV(r,) E E(2Q) and thus 
2s < c, , a contradiction. So c2 = 2s, because A, acts on C,(E,). 
We have q. E Ho = N&G) n K(-%), q. $4 , and qo&, 40 ,.-., 4063 n L, = 
m. This finally proves (b). 
Now let W = C,(R,) an d w = ( W j . Since W+ !Z ccl,(v,) and q2 E N&R,) - 
I,, , we get E(23) < (o$ [ 0 < i < 6) < W and w E {23, 24, 26, 2’). Moreover, 
L, E syl,(NT~‘,(~,)) and c&3) = (+ As NV@,) n NvL&) = cv(& >L3) ’ 
(N,(R,) n NL(L3)), applications of Sylows theorems yield / W: (vr)/ E 1 mod 3 
and thus w = 2 mod 3. This implies w = 23 or w = 27. If w = 2’, then E(27 < 
W n Wk < C,(r,r,k) for any k EL; putting k = t,r,t, we derive a contradiction, 
because o(Y~Y~~) = 3 and (W n WJc)+ C cclL(vI). Therefore w = 23. 
Trivial calculations now yield the final conclusions of (c). 
The following statements can be easily verified: 
(1) C,(V,) = E, . B < NL(E2) = E, - A, , L, n E2A, = RlE2 . S, . (tl , 
d2+), C,(v, , w2> n E2A2 = Cdv, , v2), C,(q , v2y) n E2A2 = C&J, , ~8, and 
C&J, , v$) n E2A2 = E,E2,R,; 
(2) &A, n L, = R, . (Kr x (tr)) and / C,(V, , $~)I = 29 * 3; 
(3) W&) n ND,) = W2 . ~5, .(t, , t2); 
(4) L, n fJo = L, n K.(J%) n NIV,) = E1E2Rl<a3 , d2+) and 
v;:) = E1EzR2 . 
G,(vl , 
From that we deduce the results claimed in (d). Q.E.D. 
Notation. For convenience we use the following designations throughout 
the rest of this paper: 
Fz, = w&a, > k, = tOr3to , k, = t,a, , k, = a12q14, k, = a12d2+d2a3 , and k6 = 
4?a2 . 
Moreover, let V, = (cc~,~(,~~(u,~)>, V, = [C,(a,), qJ, and E = V. . RI . 
(1.6) Clearly, L, = CL(vl) contains T. Table II presents the T-orbits in 
v - <%)- 
Outline in Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that O(L) = 1. 
If x EL and i E (1, 21, then determine Cr(zliz) by calculating TX-’ n C(vJ. 
As these operations are trivial, we do not state them here. 
(1.7) Let L, = CL(q); then the following hold: 
(a) V, = <cclL,(v~)) = (C,(X) 1 XE ccl~,(EI)) z E(27) and V, a V .Ll. 
(b) E z Ex+(~~~) and NVL(E) = V. N,(R,). 
(c) VI = [C,(a& KJ = (1, v,z$ 1 0 < i < 6) e E(23), V,K,/O(K,) g 
Hol(E(2s)), and V = V, x VI . Moreover, we have N&E) = 
WG,(R,))EV&Xal , tl> and Cdvd = O(L) NvL(Q 
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T-Orbits in V - <vl> 
Representative x of 
a T-orbit I CClT(4 
Pmof, Put Ci = C,(E& and .Di = (vl , z&f f~or i E 
i 1 = Ci C C,(R,), because a, E N,(R,). 
Let i, j E (0, Ii, 2> with i # j. If Ci = Cj ) ther, CC = Cl = Cz and therefore 
.(E, ~ ETl) < C,(RJ = {v,} which is impossible. Thus, Ci n 67, = 
= (vl) and DiDj = C’,(R,). 
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(q). Moreover, V, > 4(E) = (x2 1 x E E) = [V,, , R,] 7. I:” 2 (FJ. -4s N,*(R,) 
acts on [I’,, , R,] and (NL(&)! l’s) = (L,! Y,,) =-_ Iv, f 42~9 -1 84v,‘g, we get 
#(E) = E’ := Z(E) = (vi). Therefore E z Ex-+(~~~). 
Now let X = [V, R,]; clearly, V > +(I’&) = (I%,) -: X 3 (vr). Recall 
the statement of (1.3); since L, normalizes X, we get XE ((q), V,}. In parti- 
cular, E is a normal subgroup of VT. Note that O(I,) LVL(R1) is a maximal sub- 
group of L; hence, we easily see that NYL(E) :.z V:V,(R,). 
Put C = C,(q). Since NJ(q) mod O(L)) = O(L) Kr (a1 , tr) and 
K , <al , tl)] < O(L), we have C < C,(t,) and C = (vi) x V, with V, = 
[C, qr] E E(23). By (1.4), C n V, = (or) and I’r” 7 cclKl(a) with a suitable 
element v of va(q). In particular, we get I/ -: V, x I’, and K,,(E) = 
O(NL(Rl)) EI/;Kl<al , tl> with [Vl , (al , &>I = 1 and ~lWl(~l) s 
Ho~(E(~~)). 
As vi E [V, yo] and q0 E H,, -L, , C,(Y,) = C,(EJ Cv(E2) z E(2’) and 
[V, Y,,] ---_ Cv(E,E2) g E(23). Moreover, we have C,r( V,) = O(K,) and t, E 
ccl,(~,J; therefore @ # [V, t,]# C ccl,(q). This implies V,# -7 cclK1(v,v2) = 
c4&v2). Q.E.D. 
(1.8) (a) Writing (T; X) instead of (T! C,(X)) for the sake of convenience 
we get the following: 
(T; E1E2) = Iv, + 2& + 4v’:o, 
(T; I?,) = Iv, + 2v:0* + 4@, 
(T; (To, Yl ) Y2)) = Iv, + 2v:08 + 4v:o -j- 47q + 4v;, 
T; (Y, , Ye)) = Cy(yo , rl , r2) + 8vu:o4’ + 8@, 
(T; (10 p ~a)) = CY(Y, p Yly ~2) + 8v:“Q’ $ 8vy1 + 16~1~~2 -1 16~2, 
CT; <yo > ~2)) = Cv(yo 5 ~1, ~2) + 167-P, 
(T; <Ye>) = Cy(yo , r2) + 87~;~~ + 8v;‘z + 16v’;‘Q’ + 32@4; 
moreover, C,(R, n RJ = C,(R,) and C,(Y,, , r2) = C,(E2). 
(b) V, contains U = C,(Y,Y.J with index two and C,(a,a,) = (vr , @I); 
moreover, we have 
and 
(i;l,! U) = Iv, + 6v:e + 1229 + 8vy + 12v,” + 24z@r 
(T,! U) = lz, + 2@ + 4~: + 4~: + Sv;g + 8vy 
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(c) We have [V, RJ = Va , [V, rO] = C,(E,E,), and [V’ ~rra] = C,(R,) i? 
cclT,(v;q~) gg E(24). 
Proof. It is a consequence of (1.6) that the assertions in (a) hold. Further- 
more, the statements of (1.6) imply that V, > CV(~rr2) z E(2a) and that ITI 
acts on Cy(~rp.a) as stated above, because ccl,(r,r,) = T~T~(Y,J and CT(~r~a) = Tr ” 
Let U = CV(~r~a), U,, = C,(a,a,), X = U. HI , and X = X/O(X); clearly, 
O(X) = O(HJ < O(L). 
Smce k, = q&,+ and (u~uJ~~I E urea . O(L), we get (.a1 , z@) < U0 < 
CVO(ala,) g E(27 by (1.4). As N,((a;&)) = iTON~I((Z&Za)), applications of 
Sylow’s theorems yield 1 U: U,, j = 1 mod 3. Hence, Ua = (vI , u$), 
e know that U,, (7 cclL(ol) = (rul) and U, n cd,(ai,) = v;“~~ul); thus, 
-= CGlT1(TU:02) w ccl@~) and CC~~,(ZI~) = cclTI(a~> w c~I,~(vp), be- 
cause aIaz acts on C,(R,). As HI = O(H,) (Tr , a&, c~1~,(zi~~~) = r,clT,($“l). 
Clearly, CH1(v)/O(H,) is a 2-group for each 8 of (ziau, z$J’l*l, ZJ~‘~‘~~, z$‘~~~:). 
Furthermore, O(H,) s RR, is a normal subgroup of 
1 c&pl)1 = 24 f 23 = / c+;q = j c&p*q . 
and 1 c&qq = 
ence, the HI-fusion 
of the elements in U has been solved. 
We have already shown that [V, yO] = C,(ErE,) and [Y, R,] E{(v~)> VaJ; 
therefore [V, R,] = Va . 
As K = [V, 7gf2] g E(24) and v1 E K < U, applicatio of a theorem of 
Maschle yields U,, < K. Since HI acts on K, we get (HI! 
Bv;Q1 . so K = C,(R,) u cclr,(v;~~). 
(1.9) The following assertions hold: 
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The action of <al, ql) on RI is well known and 8: v1 -+ vl , VP’ + v~v~v~~, 
vpal -+ VIVID; keeping this in mind it is easy to calculate [V, x] for x e {ri ,& , 
~3 7 4+b 
We know the action of q,, on E, and the action of q2 on R,; furthermore, 
[d,,~,l=[~,,4+l=l.A s ~~oPI’Jo~ = VJ $O~I% and$o~I’Jz’ = v~~I’~o = V~V$I~‘O 
we easily verify the last two statements. Q.E.D: 
(1.10) Investigating the fusion of 2-elements it will be very useful to know 
the following: 
(a) CC~~(V~~) = vlgo2(v1>, ccl,(v) = v(vl , VP’) for each ZI of (VP, VP, vay}, 
CC~~(V~~~) = vi”1 * C,(r, , rr , YJ, and vay = VP * VP . 
(b) We have va yka = v1v2Yv~ and ccl,(v) = v . C,(E,E,) for v E {014,~1, 
v;“a}. 
(c) cclr(v~q2) = 21342 * {(Vi: z&;02> u v~(v 1) v$)}, 7$vp E CClr(V~l) = 
$2 . CC~~(V~~~), and V: 1 E ~~~va%~Q(v~). Furthermore, vialtl = v~v@$~~, 
Yal$, 
v2 T = v~~v@.$‘+, and CC&(ZI~) = v~‘l{(v& (1, v& , V~O~V~ , v2”>}. 
(d) Let IV, = (vl , VP, VP) and IV, = (vi, v~‘z@, v~%Y~~~). Then 
ccl,(vp) = zJ;z * (W, u wp - TV,>, v$ E vp2wp%~~(wl), vpzwp E vpq7& 
and CC~~(V~‘~~) = w~41a . {IV0 U v2%!$‘~ . WI> = V~~ZJ~ * {W’,, U $@I . IV,). 
(e) LetX=<r,, 2, 2+, 2 , d d t >* then CC&(V!~~~~) = CC~~(V$~~~) u CCI~(V~~~~~~). 
We have ~114,~~ E vq02~~z@q~~~q~3(~~) and v$Ju~~~~ E v;iz~~~l”(v~); moreover 
cclx(vja13) = v~~~~{C,(R.J <VP)) and CCL~(V~~~~~~) = v~“~“v~“w~(C,(R,) x 
(vpw~)). 
(f) Let X = (Ye , r, , dl , dl+); then CC~,(V,V,) = ZJ~ . ccl,(v,) = 
V, . cclx(v2). Writing Y+ instead of [va , Y] for r E X we get yl-+ = OF’, ys+ = VP, 
d,+ = vp$, d;- = v@$@z, (Y~Y~)+ = v+& (rIdI)+ = &w~o~, (rIdI+)+ =
92q 4fl V~V10 wl*vlo 2) (r3dJ+ = v2v, (y3dl+)+ = vf@,, (dIdI+)+ = v&‘zJ~~~, (y1r3dl)+ = 
&v2y, (rlr3dl+)+ = z&&@~~, (rIdId,+) f - v ~2v2%~, (r3dldl+)+ = v@@~~, and 
(rl~3dldl+)+ = v~~~v$TI~. 
Proof. (a) Put x = rla,yaltlb2; then xv E t16,ar2b2 *O(L) C C,(u,) and 
x%‘, X%Z~ E C,(v,). Hence, x E CL(vp, VP, u2Y) - CJv,) and so v2Y = v$ * v$. 
The other assertions are consequences of (1.6) and (1.8). 
(b) Consider C,(E;) and C,(r, , rl). Clearly, ccl,($@1) = ~910~1 .C,(E,E,) 
and vf%ip(v~) _c cclT(v;“3) = CCl<,z,dz,t,)(v;k’). Inspecting C,(v) for 
v E cclT(z1i”3) we get z@$@1 E ~$“3~z(vr> = z@z$“~(u~); thus vgks E v2’%@“l<v1). 
Since K, = t,a, E (t2)a,2 . O(L), we get [8gaz, tz]%’ = [v2Y, Ka] = v1i~~41 = 
~~~1’2’ with a suitable i E (0, l}. Furthermore, v’$‘1~2*~2 E [V, t,]# n C,(E,) = 
( z+z+~~). Hence, i = 1 and vgk3 = ZI~Z)~%@~~, which finally proves (b). 
(c) We already know that [V, ~,,YJ = <vi , z@, z@‘@l) = <vl, VP”) u 
~cl~,~,~,,~(v~~~~~) and [I’, y2J = <s , v’& v’$Q) = (ZJ, , v;i2> U CC~<,~,~,+~(U,~~O~~). 
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As [7/p 2, t,] E [V, t,]” n c,o(E,) n c&d, ) Y3d&j = (v&$) = (zip>, the 
first statement follows. 
(e) We have V. = Cvc(ro) (v$) = Cvo(~o) (VYING) = C,(ro) LJ ccl,(vf2) W
~cl~(v~~~“) w CC?~(“$‘~~~). Thus, by (1.6) and part (d), gq,+ E v~%%~Zi(vl) = 
~~O~2)~3v~2~~“1~(~~) and1 +!;“I2 E v~ql%(vl) x @2f)$(V~)~ 
Since c~l~(vy’1~) = CC~~(V~~~~) with X = (rO , d, , d,, ) t, ) t,), we easily verify 
the statements of (e) by making use of (1.9) and the results of part (d). 
(f) To verify the assertions we note that ccI,(v,) = GC~~(‘U~) with X = 
+I i 1’3 >
(&, 
4 ,4+>, [V, f,] = (&, @VP) u ~cl<~~,~~+~(~~vJ~ and [V, 
vp> w Cd< r,,r,)(vrva) and make use of (I ~9) and the results obtained so far 
in parts (a)-(e). Q.ED. 
(1.11) e already know that V, = { 1, vl& 1 0 < i < 6) and VIKl~O(K~) E 
0l(E(2~)). Hence, VrKra is an &-subgroup of V&r and it is isomorphic with 
S,-subgroups of G&(2). 
Furthermore, w.1.o.g. the following coordinations hold: 
Proof. We may and do assume that O(K,) = 1. Thus, CKfi,v,) = 
Gl(V2) = Cd2 , t, , % , d2,) 2% ,& . Note that d,41j and d$ are not contained in 
NL(&J if j E (2, 3, 4, 6). As d,41 = a,d,+ , d$5 = as2d2+, d,Qf = d2t2 , and 
dp+” = t d .a 2 2, 3, we get C,Jd,) = C,l(d,+) = (1, z~rz~a , q@‘, v&“}. Since t2’ = d,d,+ and tp3 = d,t,a,d,+ ,we also have Cv,(t2) = (1, V~ZJ~ ,~rz@~, ZI~YI>~]. 
c Note that qld,+ql 2 -L d2d2+t2 and thus [zI~z@, d,+] = [o~$~, d,,] = (vp2)g~5 x
(~vJ% : qz$1”. As t, acts on both, Cvl(d2) and C,(t,), the assertions follow. 
Q.E.D. 
(I. 12) Let N = N,(E). 
(a) E is the only subgroup of VT isomorphic to Ex(~~~). 
(b) In E there are exactly 2 . 3 3 .7 . 11 noncentral involutions and 
26 * 3” . 7 elements of order 4. 
(c) The following table presents the N-orbits in E - (z+). 
Rcprcsentativc of 
an IY-orbit 44 
Further conjugates I dv(x)I 
2 
2 
2 
2 y&s v2 To 
2 
2.3.7 
2.3.7.2 
2.3.7.2’ 
2 * 3 * 7 . 22 .3 
2.3.7.22 
2.3.7.2’.3 
2 .3 .7 * 24 
2 ’ 3 - 7 * 24 * 3 
2 .3 * 7 .25 
2 * 3 - 7 * 24 * 3 
2 * 3 * 7 .24 
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Pm@. (a) Let X be a subgroup of VT with X s JYx(Z?~~). As V aml E are 
normal in VT, we have 1 # VnXdXand 1 #E~XCJX. So Z(X)< 
vn E = vo and X/(Xn V) is elementary Abelian. Since T has 2-rank six, 
we get X0 = X 17 Vs E(2’) and VX = VRj with a suitable j E {I, 2). Clearly, 
Z(X) < X0 and so V(r) n X is a normal subgroup of X of order divisible by 
29 for any r E (R1 n R,)#; hence, x’ = (Xn V(Y))’ < [V> ~3~ By (1.9), x’ = 
Z(X) = (Vi). 
Let (e, ,... x4 = Ply2 , y r r 0 1 2 P YoY3 Y YOYlYQ 9 ro d &I- 9 2 3 3f Y r d.d. ).tlnenli$ = (.+I Z < 
k < 6) and eK e CCI~,~~~~(~~Y~) foreach k E (1, 2,..., 6). 
Since X z Ex(213), we have X = X,RT , where WT = (~q~ j 1 < k < 6) 
with suitable wlc E V and where (vl) Rf is a maximal Abehan normal subgroup 
of X. Now put R* = (wlzeB / 1 < k < 4); as (vI) = [X0 I I?*] and / C&n)] < 
2a for any v of V - V, , we conclude that X0 = V, . oreover, (vr) 
= CVO(Rj); hence j = 1. We have proved so far that 
= CVO(Rf) 
As (wke$ = [wlc , e,] E (vl) = [V. , e,] and C,(e,) < V. I we finally get 
wk E V. for k E (1, Z,..., 6). Thus, X = VoR, = E. 
(b) considering E as a central product of six quaternion groups of or 
the verification fthese statements will be a trivial counting exercise. 
(c) Ciearly, N = N&E) = V * NL( ) = Q(N~(~~)) EV$-C&~, q)s 
Since CL(q) = Q(L) NL(Rl) and O(NL(.R,)) = O(N) < O(L) n C(E), we may 
and do assume that O(L) = 1 and thus N = V . N&R,) = V * CLcul) as well as 
j N / = 220 . 32 . 7. 
As CN(X) = C,(x) . CL(Wl ) x) for x E (V, u R,), we obviously have j ccI~(v~)i 
= 2 . 3 . 7, i ccl,(v,~)J = 22 . 3 . 7, / ccl.,(r,)] = 23 ’ 3 ~ 7, and j ccl.N(TIrZ)i = 
25.3 -7. 
Let A0 denote the set of involutions of E which are not .?I-conjugates of
+% 1 UP, v2, f-0 >and r1r2 and let &?r denote the set of elements of order 4 of E. 
Hence, / do 1 = 2 * 3 * 7 .76 and / &?‘I 1 = 5Y ’ 32 .7. 
Since NL(RJ = C,(vr) and 9JJo = (v12ro ,TJ~%~ , n$rO , Y.$% 0 , v@1’1’2 1v27J’7gy ) 
w;“l”vlrz} c dififo ) we calculate the following: 
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Obviously, 9?,, is a minimal set of representatives ofthe N&)-orbits in J?‘e; 
thus we have (N,(R,)! A,,) = 22 .3s .‘lv@, + 23 * 3 * 77@%,, + 22 .32 .7v,3,, 
+ 23 . 32 . 771:~w~ + 23 . 32 . 7v,%y, + 23 . 32 . 7vfv,r, + 24 . 32 . 70;q1tvlr2 .
As r, and r-r, are representatives of the two iV,(R,)-classes in RI , VY,, $
CCI~(WY~Y~) for any elements v and w of V. 
Recall [V, rO] = C,(E,E,), CC&-(O~~~) = ~~‘1 . C,(E,E,), ccl,(~:~r) = vy”l - 
G(yo , y1 , y2), and v2 y = v$@; hence, cclN(zl$+,,) = ccl,(v,Vs), CC~,(V~%~) = 
CC~~~(~~~(Z@~~Y~), and cclN(v~%,J = c~l~,(~,~(v~~~r,,). 
Moreover, we have [V, rrrs] = C,(R,) (w$~I) and vlqltl = $1~1 = zQ2g~~~al =
~rv~~o~v$‘% Thus, there exist elements v and w of V such that (v~OJ~~Y~)~ = 
v@,Yr,r2 = z@r,r, and (v~~~~~Y~Y~)~ = ~~v~~v@r~a E ccl,(v@,r,). 
We have proved that (IV’! J&) = 23 . 32 * 7vpr,, + 23 . 3 ~771~~~~ + 23 * 3s * 
77pro + 25 . 32 . 7v9y2 . 
C,(v, , vFy1y2) = <yo > y2 , ~1~3 , vL. 3 4 9 Ah 
C,(v, , vF3yly2) = (yoyl , yor3 , y2 ,4 , yo$+ , d2+ala2>. 
As B?r is a minimal set of representatives ofthe IV,(&)-orbits in ~@‘r ,we have 
(N,(R,)! Jtq) = 24 . 3 * 70:“Po + 24 * 32 . 7V’:412Yo + 24 . 32 . 7v410Qw1r2 $ 24 . 32 * 
7v;alYlY2 + 25 , 3 * 7@YlY2 . 
Since, w~~v$ E cclr(~~~1~), we get zi3ro E cclvT(~~g~z~o) and ccl,(v$%,) = 
C4vL(Rli+~O) ” 4v,iR,w2~o)* 
Clearly, (yoy1y2 , yoy3) 4 T, and Cv(~o~l~2 , por3) = [V, rrrz] (v~‘I~). Thus, by 
(1.6), cclr,(v;“r”) = z$~I~[ V, yly2]. Therefore we get c&(n~Q”) = ~cl~,~~,~(z@~). 
We know that there exists an element z, E V such that [ZI, y1y2] = VP; so, 
(qJ%lY2)vZz’ = (zJlV~7i~YlY2)~ = 711v2%pvlY2 = zgk3YlY2 . 
This finally proves (N! AI) = 2G . 3 * 721~~~ + 25 * 32 . 7r@Y,~, + 25 . 3 - 
7VgQY Y . 
To irive that v~“v~ E cclN,~~,~(v~rO) and Z@SY~ E ~cl~,~~,~(v~~~~~) we only note 
that C,(V, , v;lo’~~) = E (Y Y d d 2 3 7 1 19 a d If 7 3 2+ ) and k,t,q, E iVL(Rl) n Ho = 
C,(v, , yo). As G,(v$) < W2 and k,t,d,+a, E HI , the elements co~2rI~2 and 
v!~~Y~Y~ are contained in CC~~~(~,)(V~~Y~Y~). QED. 
(1.13) Put W = C,(E,) . E, and V, = (cc~~~(v~v~~~)); then the following 
hold: 
(a) E(21°) g W = C,,(W) Q VT and NG( V) n NG( W) = V - E2 . A, . 
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(b) (VE2A2! V) = 35v, , -L 28vs + n2Ovv4104, + 84kgk3 with (A,! CCIL(Vl)) 
= 35v, + 105vpQ1 + 15v&@1 and (VE2A,I W) = 35v, + 28~1, + 128~~ +- 
840v,92r, as well as (A,! W) = 35v, + 28v, + 10%J,Yo f !5Y, + 420V,n2Yo + 
42OV,‘JY, 
(c) V2 z E(2d) and V = C,(Ea) x Vz; moreover, C,(ro> = (zJ~T&~~), 
CvJYn) = (v&j, Cv2(d,) = (v,v,g16), Cv2(t2) = (VI&). 
(d) Let X E {V, w> and Y be a nontrivial proper &-invariant subgroup 
of X, then YE (C,(E,), Ez ) V.J. 
Pmc$ As O(A,) < O(L) A C( V&J, we may assume that O(L) = 1. The 
assertions of (a) are trivial. 
(5) We know already that v1 qoq132 = vlv~@l and (A,! C,(E.J) = 35v, .-‘- 
28a, . Since A, n @(z@Q) = (rl , dl , t3) . (y3 ) d,, ) a3 , d,,) and A, f-3 @(qv~*I> 
= (Yl > 4 I t1> .A, 3 we immediately get (A,! ccii(vI)) = 35v, + 10517~ + 
1 5vlv~Q~. Moreover, as Z( VT) = (v,), (E&a! ccl,(v;)) = 35v, + 120v$+% 
As C&$“‘3) = (Yo), CElE2(7p) = (Y. , Y1 ) Y2dl ) d,t,) s E(24), c&p) = 
CE,E,crrl~7c~) (y3dl , dl+ , t,d,+), and / c&&zJ$~~)/ < 868 - 28 = 840, we have 
[ CEeAp(v;k3)/ = / CH,(v;“3)/ = 2’ . 3. Thus, / ~cI~,~,(v;~,)j = 23 . 3 . 5 7 = 848. 
=y;, ~“\“+cJ = G(y,) .Ho, C&J = (y1,4> Q> * A, > and C&sJ 
Yl > 1 > 1, r3 > d 1+ 9 a3 T d2+) E E(2”) . Z4. Furthermore, Ca,(ay~r,) = 
N,(R,)% n Ho n A, = (Ye) x (r3, d,, : qo5a,2, d,,) g 2, x Zk, ozq+o 6 
~cl~~(vjPa~~) and v2?,, E CC~~(V~Y,,), and 1 CAz(v2%O)j = / B’J n HO / < 24 . 3. From 
that -we easily deduce the required results. 
(c) Put v = viva = ~~~~“2; then CEJv) = (Y&. Moreover, we have 
CA,(v) = CA,(po) = (yl, dl , tl) D A, . Thus, Cz,(va) = (you> and C(r,=) fi 
cclA2(v) = p) for any a E A2 . 
As a, E ipz with a,: Y,, -+ yOyz +- ~a , we caiculate val” = vt2ro = viz+ and 
q,+~ = &7otz = ~J~+~I = y,~~$o~~~~q& = v . @I’. Since <a) = Cv(oo), we bav.ve 
ccl,Jv)‘= +} u (v) . ccl<, ,(@I) and so j V, / < 2*. 
I 
Application of a theorem if Maschke yields V, z E(27. So V = C,(E,) x Vz : 
because A, acts irreducibly on both, C,(E,) and V, , 
As q,,: y2 + y2t, - d2 -+ f, , we calculate v$‘@o’ = v$,’ = vrv$” and a~T~qo3 = 
vi1415 = vrv’$‘. Now the statements follow by facts proved above. 
(cl) Let X E (Y, Et’> and Y b e a subgroup of X such that 1 # Y # X and 
[Y, 41 < Y. 
If Y n C,(E,) # 1, then Y = C,(E,), b ecause Aa acts irreducibly on C,(EJ 
and X/C,(E,). So we assume that Y n Cl’,(&) = 1. Obviously, / Y j = Zr and 
Y+ == cclA,(x) with a suitable element x of X. Hence, by the results of part (b)? 
Y E (ii22 : v,>. QED. 
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Notation. Throughout the rest of this paper we use the following notation: 
v, = (ccIA,(vlv~)), 
E,* = (v~v~Y~ , V~V~Y~ , vlv$dz , vlv&), 
W = C,(E,) + E, and W” = C,(E,) E,*. 
(1.14) The following assertions hold: 
(a) E$ c E(24), E(21°) E W* = CVr( W*) Q VT = W* . T, and V * E2 
= W.V,= W*.Ez= W*.T/,=VW as well as NG(V)nNG(W*)= 
VEz + A, = W* . Ez . A,. 
(b) (E,A,! W*) = 3521, + 2871, + 120+‘+, -; 840~~“~~ and 
(A,! ccl, A 
(c) ’ 
(vpYo)) = 15v,v$Jq~~o + 105v~%, . 
f!!,(E,) isthe only nontrivial As-invariant subgroup of W*. 
(d) If X is an elementary Abelian normal subgroup of VT with 2lO 1 / X 1 ) 
then X E {V, W, W*>. 
Furthermore, V, W, and W* are the only elementary Abelian subgroups of 
VW of order divisible by 21°. 
Proof. (a) Clearly, E contains vrv~~~ and z~iz$‘. Therefore [z)~z+@~, a] = 
z+ = [~rcu~, roJ and so (v~v~%~ , v~v$v-~) e E(29 Moreover, by (1.1 l), 
(v&“dz , v1v$t2) E E(27. 
We have ql: vl-+z+, v~-+v~~~, p’ VlO 4 v&wp, vp + v$Jp ‘. Making 
frequent use of results in (1.9), (l.lO), (l.ll), and (1.13) we get the following: 
[r. , v,v$] = [rIdI ,~~1’~’ = vf = [d, , qv?], 
[r2 , vlv$] = [r, , v1v$ja12 = [d, , vp~]ai2 = [d, , v,v:“], 
[r. , vp~5] = [TOTl )vp5 = vpls = vlvp = pa , vl?p], 
[Ya , vlv$] = [To , vlvgqQ = [ta )v1pp2 = pa ) v,vfq. 
Therefore Ez g E(24). 
The other assertions of (a) are trivial. 
(b) Since VEzA, = W* . EzAz , the statements follow by results proved 
in (1.13) (b). 
(c) Suppose X is a nontrivial AZ-invariant subgroup of W*. If X n 
C,(E,) # 1, then X = C,(E,). Henceforth we assume that X n C,(E,) = 1. 
Since A,/O(A,) G Ah,, we get ) X j = 16 and 1 A,: Ca,(x)I = 15 for any 
x E X#. By results of (b), Xs = CC~~~(V~V~~W~). Put w = ~rv$%~; then 
(W%” 1 0 < i < 2} = {w, v v% r r a , v~~w$v~~& C X and so W% * w%” = vr . w E X 
which contradicts the fact that w E X and X n C,(E,) = 1. 
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(d) Suppose X is an elementary Abelian normal subgroup of VT with 
Xl0 I I x I and X$(V,W}. Let X,=XnV and B=(dET\3wE 
X0+: wd E X}; obviously D is an elementary Abelian normal subgroup of 
containing Z(T) = (TO). Moreover, (wr) < X0 Q VT, VX = V . D, a 
x0 < G(D) < G@,). 
As Dz X/X, < E(29, (- 01) = C,(R,) -c G(&) &ix -f-p), IfI < c&&J, 
and CdC&,)) = (yoh we have / D 1 / 25 1 j X0 j 1 P. 
Now assume that / X0 / = 25. Thus, E(25) g D < Ri bar a suitable iE 
and so (y. i r1 , rz> < D n R, n R, CI T. Now we get E(27 gg X0 < C,( 
C&o 1 y1 > rz> cx E(24) which is absurd. 
Therefore 1 X0 j = 26, 24 j j D / / 25, and 1 D n R, n R, j < 2s. 
Suppose that D < Ri for some i E {I, 2}. As (R, IY R, , di) dt+ = ccl,(di+) \I 
ccl&,d,,) w ccl,(ridi+) and as each of these T-classes generates R, , we get 
D < (R, n R,) (di). So again (Ye, rr , rz> < D n n ,I?, which is impossible. 
Note that El , E, ) R, , and I?, are the only aximaf elementary Abelian 
normal subgroups of T and that C,(El) G lQ4)* Thus, we have D = E, , 
X0 = C,(E,), and Xs E(2r0). 
Let (el , e2 , e3 , e4> = (y. , y2 , 4 , $1 and (wi) = CVz(ei) for i E (1, 2, 3,4); 
then C,(ei) = C,(E,) . (q) and by definition of D there exist yi E C,(e,> - 
C,(E,) with yiei E X. As C,(E,) < X, we may assume that yi E (wi). Clearly, 
1 = [yiei , yjej] = [yj , ei] [yi , ej] for any i,j E (I, 2: 3,4j. 
Suppose there exist elements k, E E (1, 2, 3, 4) such that k # d and [yk , er] = 
[yl , ek] = I; then yk , yz E Cv(e, , e,) = C,(E,). This implies yi E C&J r” 
(wi) = 1 for all i E {I, 2, 3, 4). Thus, E, < X and X = Wwhich contradicts the 
general assumption X f$ (V, W>. 
Consequently, I # [yi , ej] = [yj , eJ for all i, j E (I,& 34) with i #j* 
Therefore we have yi = wi and so El < X. This finally proves X = IP’“. 
Moreover, we have proved that V, W, and W* are the only elementary 
Abelian subgroups of VE, of order divisible by 2r”. LED. 
(1.15) We have (VT)’ = V, . (nlo~, idlz@‘) . T’, (VT)” = C,(r,, ~~‘1) . T” = 
CO(~O,~l) D(yo>, and (VT)“’ = 1. 
Among others VT contains the following characteristic subgroups: (.Qr 
<VI 7 t$), (q ) up8 ) VQle), (vl ) vp2 , VP), (VI ? vy ) Tq), (vu1 s 7$ ) ?Y:F )vp>, 
G@J, @,(E,), V.& , V-WA VE&, > ~3 > 4)r VW& , V-%4 > JW-% i 
and E. 
PYOOf. Put T, = K12 x (tl); thus V = V, x V, and T = W, I Tz . Now 
let a = wowI E V and x = rt E T with wO E V, , wi E VI , r E 
then fv, x] = [wl , t] . [w. , t] . [u, ~1~. I1 = V. 0 VT, we get 
[V7 T] = V, [V, , T,] = V,, . [V, , K12] = V,, . (nlv2 , v,@) and (VT)’ = 
[V, T] . T’ = V. . (vluz , v,& . T’. 
Put Y = [[V, T], T’], V,* = (v u 1 2, v~v$~), Rf = K, n T’ = (R, n R2j (d&; 
hence, (VT)’ = V, . VF . Ii;” . (d,) and (VT)” = Y . T” = Y. (r,). 
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Let v = wowI E [V, T] and rd E T’ with w0 E V, , w1 E Vf, Y E Rf, and 
d E (d,). We have [v, rd] = [w,, , d] . [w,, , r] . [wI , ~1”. As [Vi , dJ = (VP’ VP), 
[Vf, 41 = (TJ~v~, vpQ1), [V,, , Iif] = (v,), and (7~~ , 7~3 , ~9, ZJ~, @“I> = 
G(~o > 1 7 Y ) we easily calculate that Y = CV(yO , rl) [Vf, Rl n R,]. Because 
IV, 41 < G(E,) e G+o , 1 , p ) we even get Y = CV(yO , rl) [Vf, (y2 , y3)]. 
So we calculate [r, , v2] = 1 = [ys , v’$~], [vz , ys] = VP, and [vg6, us] = 
V%V16 = vq, 1-. Hence, Y = C,(r,, , rl) and (VT)” = Cv(yO, yl) <rJ as well as 
(;T)” = 1. 
Clearly, VE, and E are characteristic subgroups of VT. Thus, X = (VT)’ n 
VE, and X’ are characteristic subgroups of VT as well. 
Put Y = [V, T]; then [Y, da] = [V, , d2] = (VP’, v;12), [Y, Y,,] = (vl , [v$“, 
~~1) = b1 , Go2h and PC ~~1 = <nI , [v$~, ~~1) = (vl , v$). Note that [V, e] < 
C,(E,) for any e E X n E2 = (rO , r2 , $); hence, X’ = (Y(r,, , ~a , d,))’ = 
fy, (yo > ~2 , @I = <VI , &, ~~2) = C&J. 
Therefore C,,(C,(R,)) = VE2R2 is a characteristic subgroup of VT. Since 
VE, char VT and VT/VE2 is a 2-group of type Alt,, the groups VE2(y1), 
V-W, 773 , d,), V-W, > and VE,E, are characteristic in VT. 
As C,(E,) = Z( VE,), C,(E,) n E = C,JE,), and Z( VE$,) = (vl , vp2, VP), 
the required results hold. 
(1.16) LEMMA. Let H be a jinite group with V < H, NH(V) = No(V), and 
V . T E Syl,(H). 
Then NH( VT) = (O(L) n C(T)) x VT; moreover, one of the following two 
statements holds : 
(a) H = O(H) No( V). 
(b) H contains a normal subgroup N such that O(H) 4 N, VT E Syl,(N), 
and N/O(H) is a non-Abelian simple group; moreover, H/N E NH( VT)/N,( VT) 
gg (O(L) n C(T))/(O(L) n C(T) n N). 
Proof. Let H be a finite group satisfying the assumptions of the lemma. Then 
C&T = (O(L) n C(T)) x (4 and Q = O(L) n C(T) = O(N,( VT)) < 
Q(A,) as well as NH( VT) n No(V) = Q x VT. 
Recall that VEz is a characteristic subgroup of VT containing exactly three 
elementary Abelian subgroups of order 21°, namely V, W, and W*. Hence, 
NH( VT)/Q is a (2, 3j-group. 
Now suppose that there exists an element x in NH( VT) - Q with x3 EQ. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that x: V -+ W* --f W + V. Further- 
more, x acts on VE, and K = VE,A, . Clearly, x3 E Q < O(A,) = O(K) < 
c,(VE,) and [AA,, z] < O(K) . VE, as well as i? = K/O(K) r VE, . Alt, . 
As V is a completely reducible A,-module, w” is the direct product of two 
nontrivial AZ-invariant subgroups. Let A, = (a E EzAz 1 3 w E w”: wa E Az5}; 
thenAlt,r~~<~=W”.~~.~~. Obviously, W* is the direct product of 
two nontrivial &invariant subgroups. 
-- -- 
As E,A, = EzAz and 2% E cclz(J2), 
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W* is the direct product of two nontrivial &invariant subgroups. ut this 
contradicts (1.14) (c). 
We have proved that C,(VT) = Q x (q) and 
Obviously, O,,,(H) E (O(N), O(H) . Y>. If O,,,( 
O(H) W,(V) = O(H) NG(V) by the Frattini argument. So w 
H) = O(N). Let R = H/O(H) and let N be subgroup o 
) such that N is a minimal normal subgroup of R. Clearly, 
VT E Syl,(N), and w is non-Abelian simple. Making use of the Frattini argu- 
ment we get N = NN,(VT) = NQ. Hence H/N E Q/&J n 
C,( vqjc,(vT> cs NH( vq/lal,( VT). 
2. ,&-SUBGROUPS AND OTHER ~-LOCALS OF G 
By our assumption (Al) G contains a subgroup S and an element s such that 
/ S:*VT / = 2 and S = VT(s) = W*T(s), 
In w-hat follows let A, = (O(A,) (3 G(S), A, T f? AZ) and let pi denote the 
subgroup of S generated by W* and the element S; hence, A, = O(A,) AC and 
A,/O(A,) g Alt, . 
(2.1) Let X = <V&4, , s>. 
(a) Without loss of generality we may assume that s2 = 1 and thus 
X = VE,A, . (s); moreover, [A,, s] < O(A,) = C’,(EJ and G,(Ea) . (s) g 
E(P). 
(b) O(A,) C,(E,) (s) is a normal subgroup of X with &-subgroup 
F = C,(EJ (s); so X = O(A,) N,(F) and w.1.o.g. we have IL’@) = F’E2(s) A, 
with O(A,) = O(A,) n C(s). 
Furthermore, one of the following two cases holds. 
(i) [A,, S] = 1 and 
(As! F) = 35, + 2871, + Is + 35~~s + 28v,s. 
(ii) A, CI C(S) = O(A,) A and 
(AC! F) = 357, + 28a, + 8s t 56~~5. 
(c) We have Vs = W, V,s = E, , and (W*)” = W”; moreover, Vz n C(e) 
= (es) for each e of IT,+. 
(d) Cleariy, yrS = y1 in case (i); in case (ii) we have yIS = zrz%l . 
Pmof. (a) Clearly, NG(V) n NG( W) = NG( V) 17 NG( W*) = VI& 1 AZ and 
Vs E (WY W*); hence, s acts on VEz and VE’,A, . AS s2 E VT < VI?‘&, , we 
have X = VE&l,(s). 
By (1.15), VE,E, and VE,R, are characteristic subgroups of VT. Thus, 
X/O(A,) VE2 g Ah, x 2, and w.1.o.g. we may assume that [A,, s] < O(A,) _ 
V&; in particular s2 E YE2 . 
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Since (vr) G C,(E, , s) and A, acts on both, C,(E, , s) and C,(E,), we get 
G(E2) < G&). 
Let {Y> = {IV, IV*> - {V”}; h ence Ys = Y. Moreover, put X = X/(O(A,) * -- 
Y) and X = X/(O(A,) . C,(Es)). Note that xs acts on VE, = vs and on r&); 
as Vs s E(2,) and ] vaz(~)I = 25, we have V~(S) g E(25) and w.1.o.g. we may 
assume that [,$ , S] = 1. The same arguments yield P(r) g E(25) and 
[A”, , f] = 1. Hence, s2 E C,(E,) and [A,, s] d O(AJ * C,(E,). 
Clearly, A,/O(A,) acts on both, C,(E,) and O(A,) C,(E,) (s)/O(A& This 
finally proves s2 = 1 and C,(E,) (s) E E(2’). 
(b) Let F = C,(E,) {s). By (a), O(A,) *F is a normal\subgroup of X, 
the Frattini argument yields X = O(A,) N,(F), where O(N,(F)) = O(A,) n 
C(s) and O,#,(N,(F)) = (O(A,) n C(s)) * VE,(s). Thus, we may and do assume 
that N,(F) = ii%,(s) . A, with A, n ii%,(s) = 1 and O(A,) = O(N,(F)). 
If [A,, $1 = 1, then obviously (A,! F) = 3521, + 2%~~ + 1s + 35v,s + 28~s~. 
Henceforth we suppose that [A, , x] f 1 for each element x of F - C,(E,). 
In particular we have 1 # j A,: Ca,(s)\ G 64. Since O(A,) G C,(s), wedmay 
assume that O(A,) = 1 and hence, F,, 5 A, n C(s) G Ah, . Considering the 
structure of Ah, we see that A, n C(s) is isomorphic e;her to E(23) * GL,(2) or 
to Alt, . Thus / ccl&)I ~(15, 81. 
Now suppose that 1 ccla,(s)] = 15 and let x be an element of &? = F - 
(C,(EJ u CC~,~(S)). Then 7 I I ccla,(x)I G I k+? j = 64 - 15 = 49. Since Alt, 
contains no subgroups the index of which is an element of (7, 14,21,42,49}, we 
get j ccla,(x)j E (28, 35). But that contradicts I &’ / = 49. 
We have proved that I ccla,(s)/ = 8. Hence, we may assume that C(s) n A, = 
A z Alt, . 
Note that C,(V,) = B’ g Alt, and that NA((x)) controls A-fusion of elements 
of C,(E, , x) for any x E A with O(X) E (5,7}. Thus, (A! F) = 35q + 7v, + 
35vrs + 7v,s + 217.q where ZI E cclAz(v2) = cclA,(‘ua). Since / ccla,(s)l = 8 and 
since A, contains no subgroups with index 21, we get ccla,(s) = (s} u ccI,(v,s) 
and ccla,(v,s) = ccl,(qs) u cclA(v,s). So (A,! F) = 35v, + 2871, + 8s + 56~~s. 
(c) Without loss of generality O(A,) = 1; thus A, = A, . Note that both, 
V and Vs contain exactly one complement of C,(E,) which is (C(s) n A,)- 
invariant. Since CC~,~(X) = ccl,(x) for x E (z1&~~1, r,,), we easily see that the 
claimed results hold. 
(d) Suppose CA,(s) = A. Note that (b,b2)Y = t,d2+ . r1r3d, (t,d,+)r =
t,d,+ , (alu3)y = alaS and qz3: r,r,d, -+ rid,+ -+ rIdI, * rlr,dl . Hence, <rgsdl, 
w4+, @,+) E SY~@) and 1 f Es, ~1 E G@2 , ~1 9 4+ > y&l , f&z+) = +I, ~2”). 
Moreover, [s, rr] = s . PI E ccl,(v,). So [s, r,] E v~<vr). As b&r E Ca(s, rl , ~a”) 
- C(v,), we get [s, rl] = v2Y. Q.E.D. 
(2.2) The following statements hold. 
(a) E(211) g U = C,(U) 4 S = U * T and VE,A,<s) = O(A,) (U . E, . 
4). 
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(b) U is the only elementary Abelian normal subgroup of S of order 
divisible by 2lr. 
(c) We have U.E, .A, = VEzA,(s) n NG(U) and (l&A,! W*) = 
35v, + 28v, + 120v410q~r0 + 840vZjk3r, . Moreover, (EzA,I U - *> = 16s + 
560~~s + 448~~ in case (i) and (IS,A,! U - W*) = 128s $ E;!Xiv,s in case (ii>- 
PYOO~. (a) By the results of (2.1) we get U g E(2lr) and zAz(s> = 
O(A,) (U ~ E, . AJ. Since T E Syl,(E,A,), we have S = U . T a C.s(fJ) =
U . CT(U) = U. &JEz”, s) = lJ. 
(b) Suppose X is an elementary Abelian normal subgroup of S such that 
2n j 1 X j . Then 2r” 1 / Xn VT 1 and so, by (1.14), X 
SinceXnVTqS,wegetVTnX=W*andX< 
= U. Hence, X = U. 
(c) As O(A,) = O(A,) n C(s) < C,(UE,) and A, = O(A,) 
VE~A,(s)nN&J) = U.E, .A,. 
Furthermore we may and do assume that O(A,) = 1; thus A, = A, s ML, D 
To determine the As-orbits on W* we calculate 1C~JZ~~~~~“~~)/ = 24 . 3 for 
i E (0, 21. Now suppose that there exists an element x of A, with (z$‘&~)~ ---_. 
z’;~~Y~; then x E Ho n A, and yk,t,xk,y E C,(v,) = 
and a$ = az2, we get a,2xa,2 E O(L) E,By < O(L) &A, . But this is impossible 
for any x E Ho n A,. So, by(1.14) (A,! W*) = 35~: + 2871, ” 15~u3v~4~~o + 
105vql’Go + 4220~~~3~~ + 420~$~&~ . In particular (I&A,! *> = 35v, + 28v2 
-+ 120v9%o + 840v9ro . 
Now suppose that case (i) holds. Then C(s) n .&A, = A, = A,. Furtlxr- 
(v~~&~s)~o = v~~&~v~%- = qv$ E ccIA2(v1s), an 
v2ys E cclA2(v2s). As vls $ c~l~~~~(v~), we finally get 
56Ov,s + 448v,s. 
Henceforth we suppose that case (ii) holds. Let x E W*; then xs E ccP,Jv’s) 
with a suitable v’ E C,(E,), because A acts transitively on (W*/C,(E,)# and 
(IJ~v;~,%~s)~~ = s. If v E C,(E,), e E E, , and a E A, with (v~)“~ = vs, then ZJ”S = 
e* . vu . esa . [a, s] * s and thus e = 1; hence, C(vs) n Ii?.& = C(m) n A, and 
/ ~cl~,~~(vs)J = 16 . / ccl,z(vs)~ . 
Making use of (2.1) we get I c~l~,~z(s)l = 16 . 8 = 128 and 1 CCI~,~,(V~S)J = 
16 . 56 = 896. Since I U - W* j = 1024, we f%raIly conclude that (l&As! U - 
(2.3) The elements r. , rI , r,r, , and Y~Y& are representatives of the four 
conjugacy classes of involutions of both, E2Az and E,A, . Moreover we have 
C,(r,) = C,(E,) (vQ,O”r,) z E(2’)1 
C,(Q) = Cw*(Q <s) r .qp in case (i), 
= Gv*(d 
= CV(E, ) rl) <vyvo ) vfv2 ) v$&) in case (qt 
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Pyoof. As T E Syl,(E,A,) n Sy12(E2A,) and E,A,/O(A,) E E,A,/O(A,) s 
HoI(E(~~)), the elements ~a, r1 , rira , and yp3dI are representatives of the four 
conjugacy classes of involutions in both, EzAz and E,A, . 
Since [IV*, Y,,] = [V, Y,,] and [s, r,] = CU~Z@%~, we get Crr(r,) = C,,(Y,) = 
C,(E,) (v~~~J gg E(27). 
Clearly, C,*(r,) = C,(E, , r-J (z@%,, , TJ~~Y~ ,v$“dz) s E(2’) and w” = 
C,,(Y,) X (21~~2, v2 ,v2%) as well as [IV*, rr] = (v r, VP’, VIVA%,,). Obviously, 
C&r,) = C&l;) (s) s E(27 in case (i), whereas [ri , s] = vay and thus C,(r,) 
= Cwa(~l) z E(27) in case (ii). 
As [IV*, ylyz] G V{YJ and [s, rrra] E Vr, , we get C,(r,r,) = C,,(r,r,) =
C,(E, , ri) (v~v~~w~ , v$a) E E(27. Since U/C,(r,r,) s [U, Y~YJ and (v$ = 
Z(S), the set D = (x E U ,[ [ x, r,r,] E (v~)} is a subgroup of U which contains 
C,(r,r,) with index 2. Hence, D = Cy(r,r,) (zl;ioq2). 
Clearly, [ylrsdI , s] = 1; so C,(r,r,d,) = Cw*(rIy3dI) (s). Obviously, 
C,,(r,r,d,) G C,(EJ (VIEW,, , Vera). Since rIr3dI centralizes (~~~1, UP), we 
have Cu(~Ir3dI) = C,(E, , rLr3dI) - (v;fogvO, v2r2, s) = (vl , VP’, v$, v;logz, 
$o%y k o , ~12~s , s> GX -.5V7). Q.E.D. 
(2.4) The 2-group S has the following properties: 
(a) U is the only elementary Abelian subgroup of order divisible by 2l1 
of s. 
(b) E is the only extra-special subgroup of order 213 in S. 
(c) Among others UE,, U&, UR,, and UR, are characteristic subgroups 
of s. 
(d) If X is an elementary Abelian subgroup of UE, of order 21° such that 
X is not contained in U, then X is an element of {V, W}. 
(e) S is an &-subgroup of G. 
Proof. (a) Let X be an elementary Abelian subgroup of S with 211 G / X 1 
and X # U; moreover, let X0 = X n U. As S/U has 2-rank 6, we get 
25 1 I x0 I 28. 
If I X0 I = 25, then X0 G C,(R,) = C,(R,) for some i E (1, 2); but this is 
absurd, because C,(R,) < C,(R,) z E(23). 
If I X0 / = 28, then w.1.o.g. X,, = C,(r,) because of the results in (2.3). Hence, 
X e C,(X,) = U . C,(X,) = U . <rl). So 21° G I X0 I which is impossible. 
Now suppose that X0 = X n UE, . Then X G UR, where R is a complement 
of (r. , rz> in R,; furthermore, I X0 1 = 27 and thus UX = UR. Since 
ccl<~,,t,>(v~dd = yly& * <TO 9 r,), we may assume that ylrQdI E R. So X0 = 
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Cu(~1~3dl) and X < C,(X,,) = Ii . C,(X,,) = U . (~~r,d,), which contradicts 
j x0 1 = 27. 
Thus, there exist e E E,# and u E iJ such that zce E X; moreover, E(Za) < 
X0 < GU(e) = IL?(~~). 
Now suppose that C,(E,) < X,, . Hence X < C,(C,(E,)) = UEz. So 
UX = UE, and X,, = C,(e) g E(27). But on the other hand we get X, < 
C,(E,) = C,(Q) s E(27. We h ave derived a contradiction. Tf j X0 1 = 2” or 
X < UE;, . we get C,(E,) < X0 in either case; but this is impossible. 
We have proved so far that E(27 z X0 < X n UE, < X and X0 n Cv(&) r 
E(25). Moreover, there exist zi: E U and an involution x E &A, - E, such that 
Zzx E X. As C&Z, , YJ g C,(E, , r,r,d,) z ~5(2~), we get X0 n GY(Ez) < 
G,(E, i x) z E(24) which is obviously a contradiction. Therefore the required 
result holds. 
(b) Let X < S with X s Ex(~~~). S’ mce S/E has 2-rank 5, we get Z(X) = 
X’=(XnE)‘=E’=(v,). AS X,,=Xn U&T(X) and S=U.T with 
m,(T)=5,wehaveE(27)~X,uXandD=(dETj3uEU-X;i’,”i:zldFX) 
g X/X, s B(27. Hence, D = Ri for some i E 11) 2). 
Now let R, = (ej / 1 <j < 6) with (7 1 Y 2) Toyly2 7 7or3 7 0 1 3 - y r ff ) (ell e2 , e3 y ed. 
Thus ek E cclca,,t,,(el) for each k E {I, 2, 3,4). Clearly, X = X0.R$7 where 
R: = tijej 1 1 <j < 6) with suitable elements w1 of U and where (v,j 
is a maximal Abelian normal subgroup of X. Since E(2’“) z Cx,~zujei) = Cx,(e,) 
h each j E(1, 2 ,..., 61, we get X0 = Cv(e,) Cu(e,) = U r\ E = C,JEJ ~ 
(z.~%~, ~‘$~2j by the results of (2.3). Note that X,, > C,(R,) s E(2”) and 
JO) = (~1~); hence, D = R, and we may assume that (e5 ) c6) = (Y& , ~~4,). 
e1 - e5 , e, + e6 and (wjej)2 = [u;~ , ej] E (vr); making use of 
(2.3) we see that wj E X0 for each j E { 1,2,..., 6). Thus X = X,miT = I%‘$~ = E. 
(c) Note that El , E, , A, , and R, are the only maximal elementary 
Abelian normal subgroups of T. Furthermore, U and E are characteristic sub- 
groups of S = U. T. AS / UE, n El f / UE, n E I and / 
j UR, P, E 1 , the claimed results hold. 
(4 X < UE, with E(210) g X Q U. Suppose there exists an element 
x=weE E, with w G IT’*, e E E,, and 3~ E X; then 1 = 6%~)~ = [w, ej 
[e, s] and so [w, e] = [e, s] = ese E [W*, E%] n V2 . e = Cy(&2) A Vz I e. This 
implies e = L and xs E U. Thus, X < C~,~(xs) = hi CEe(~~) = U which is a 
contradiction. 
We have proved that X < W*E, = VI& . Hence, by (1.14) (d), X E (V, WI. 
(e) Suppose there exists an element x E G with 1 S(X): S / = 2; as U 
and UE, are characteristic subgroups of S, we ger P = W and so xs E S(x) n 
NG(V) = V. T.Thusx~ VT(s) = S h h w ic is absurd. This proves S E Syl,(G). 
Q.E.D. 
(2.5) We have C,(U) = U X O(C,(U)); moreover, N,(U) controls the 
G-fusion in u. 
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If NG( U) > C,(U) ,!&A,, then No( U)/C,( U) is isomorphic to the Mathieu 
group Jh4 . 
Proof. As C,(U) = U 4 S, U E Syl,(C,(U)) and so Co(U) = U x 
O(C,( U)). Furthermore, No(U) controls the G-fusion in U, because U is 
weakly closed in S with respect to G. -- 
Now let M = No(U) and ii? = n/rjC,( U) as well as E(24) . Ah, g E%A, < I?@. 
Clearly, 21° . 3% . 5 * 7 1 1 il;li 1 12r” j G&(2)1,, = 21° . 36 . 52 . 73 . 11 . 17 23 . 
312. 73 .89.127. 
Obviously Ca(E,) = E2 x O(CB(E2)) and Nm(&) = Ca(&) 2,. Let Q 
denote the complete preimage of O(Cm(&)) in M. Since U/CLI(ro) E [U, r,] g 
E(24) and U/Cu(~1r2) s [U, err,] r ~?(2~), we get I C’(~o)I I 24g . 33 * 5 . 72 and -- 
1 Ca(f,~~),)i j 245 . 32 . 5 . 7 . 31 by results of [l]. Thus, Na(.R2) = & x %A, 
and / Q I / 32 .5 .7. 
Suppose that Q f 1. If 4 E Q with o(4) E (3, 5, 7}, then A, acts on C,(q) and 
on [U, q]. Since j X I E (2,2”, 2’, 21°) f or any AC-invariant nontrivial subgroup X 
of U, application of a theorem of Maschke yields C,(q) = (s), [U, q] =*W*, 
o(q) = 3, and I Q ( j 32 as well as A, < C,(s). -- 
Put X = (4) x E2A,; then X acts on W* and U - W”. Note that -- 
(E,A,! U - W*) = 16s + 560~~s + 448~~s. As C,(s) = (4) x &, we have 
) ccl,(s)\ = 16. If 3a 1 j C,(v,s)\ f or any i E (1, 21, then (s, vis> < C,(q) which is 
impossible; thus, / ccl,(vis)/a = 3 for each ie {1,2}. But on the other side, 
560 = 24 5 .7, 448 = 26 .7, and 1008 = 24 . 32 . 7. This contradiction proves 
g = 1. 
As AJa(E2) = E2 . & g H01(,?(2~)), we are in a position to apply the main 
result of [ll]. So m/O(Z) is isomorphic either to G&(2) or the Mathieu group 
M24 * 
As / O(R)1 divides 34 . 5 * 72 . 11 . 17 23 . 312 73 . 89 . 127, we easily see 
that &?/O(M) * d m uces only the trivial automorphism on O(M). So [O(M), &] 
= 1; this implies O(m) = 1. 
Now suppose M g G&(2). Th en there exists an element q in M with 
o(q) = 31 and 1 C,(p)\ ~(2, 26}. H ence, there exists u E C,(q)+ with j M: CM(u)\ 
< 211 and 31 / I Cm(u)I . By the structure of G&(2) we get Cj&) = a. But we 
also have j ccl=(x)/ # 1 for each x E U# by the results in (2.2). This contra- 
diction implies &? g Mz4 . Q.E.D. 
(2.6) The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) A,nC(s)=A,. 
(2) N&9 = WV -&A, s 
(3) G contains a subgroup with index 2. 
Proof. Let M = NG( U) and M = M/C,(U). 
(1) =‘ (2). 
- -- 
Suppose M > E,A, and [A,, s] = 1. Clearly, M z Mz4. So, 
by results of [14], either (M! U) = (759) + (1288) or (M! U) = (1771) + 
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(276). Making use of (2.2) (c) and inspecting the structure of I&, we get (BE U) 
= 759~~ + 1288uas with C’a(~r) g HoI(E(~~)). Clearly, O,(C~(uJ) = Ei and 
C,(z$) = N&Q f or some i E (1, 2). Note that there exists an element 4 in A, 
such that 4 ~ Q(A,) = qu . O(A,) and 4 E ITa n N’(E& Therefore uI = 
.vrq = VP; but this is absurd. 
(2) 3 ill* 
-- 
SuPP ose ii? = E,A, and [A, 1 s] # 1. Then yls = TI~?JT~ , 
~2 = vf@l E a$(~,), and Y$~‘Q = v;%~ E ccl,, 
trols G-fusion in U, we get 7;Z$r0 E ccl,., 
(E)(dkwo). Since NC{ U) cow 
2 ,(vl) which is obviously i.mpossible. 
(3) 3 (2). Suppose Re iWz, . As 23 T j GL,,(2)l , M acts irreducible on 
Ii’. Thus G contains no subgroups with index two. 
(2) * (3). Assume now that G contains no subgroups with index two. 
Thus, there exists an element g E G with so E VT. If sg E V, then s E cd,(oJ 
for some i E (1,2). Henceforth we assume that sB E VT - V0 So we may assume 
that s” E Vy, or ~3 E V’rr, . Note that (HI! C,(Y,T~)) = [V, ~~~211 + 12~~ + 
12.~~~ $ 24~~‘+~1 and {zJ@~Y~ , ZI$“~“I} C cc1 .,y,(&p172). Since (TIYJS E V&1’~ 
{zp), vy = zqf, and ~3 = Y,, , we may assume that sg E VkO . exe sg 5 
G&o) 70 = Cv(E2) (~3~1) r. . As ros = vlv~, we have either sgs E c or 
.+ E Cv(Ez) 7$Q1Yo c W” < 51. 
Recall (v, , v2) < W*. tVe have proved that in any case there exists an 
element g’ of G such that s9’ E W*. Since NG( U) controls the G-fusion in U and 
-&A, < NG( W), we finally get No(U) > C,(U) I&A, . QED, 
(2.7) Let NG(U)/GG(U) E I&,,; then the following hold: 
(a) (-VG(U)! U) = 177125 + 276~1, with 
and 
(&A,! cclNGc&J) = 28v, $ 120~3%~ + 128s. 
(b) The group G contains exactly two conjugacy classes of involutions 
and or and go2 are representatives of these classes. 
Proof. (a) By results of [14], either (NG(U)! U) = (759) + (1288) or 
(No(U)! U) = (1771) + (276). Making use of (2.2) (c) we easily deduce the 
required results. 
(b) To Prove the statement we only may consider the involutions in VT, 
because G contains no subgroups with index two and S = VT(s) E Syl,(G). 
Thus, let x be an involution of VT. Using the same arguments as in the last 
part of the proof of (2.6) we see that there exists an element g of G such that 
xg E W*. Since W* < U and NG(U) controls G-fusion in U, x9 is conjugate 
either to TJ~ or to vy and vu1 $ ccl,(v,). 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a Jinite group satisfying (Al) and (82); f%~~he~~~~~~ 
suppose G contains a subgroup 6, with index two. 
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Then there exists a normal series 1 4 O(G) d Go g Gl 4 G of subgroups of G 
satisfying the following: 
(1) VT E Syl,(G,) = Syl,(G,) and 
G/G,, s N,,( VT)/&o(VT) cz O(Gl( Vrr)YOtGotV’T)). 
(2) G,,/O(G) is a non-Abelian simple group and 
N#WG,,(V) e G-W). 
(3) G,, contains at least four da$&ent conjugacy classes of involutions which 
aye already G-classes. 
Proof. Let Gr be a subgroup of G with / G: Gr / = 2. Obviously, VT E 
Syl,(G,) and NG1( V)/Col(V) E G&(2). Moreover O(G,) = O(G). 
By (1.16) there exists a normal subgroup G,, of Gr such that VT E SyI,(G,,), 
O(G,) = O(G), and G/Go = NG1(VT)/ff~,,(VT) ec O(CO~(~T))/O(CO~(VT)); 
furthermore, Go/O(G) is a non-Abelian simple group. 
Making use of the results proved so far we easily obtain all the claimed 
statements. Q.E.D. 
3. GROUPS RELATED TO J4 
In this section the group G is supposed to satisfy the additional assumption 
(A3) The group G contains no subgroups with index two. 
Hence, Nc( U) = U. M with O(M) = O(Nc( U)) = O(C,( U)) and M/O(M) 
g Mz, , because S = U . T E Syl,(N,(U)). 
Moreover, we use the following notation: 
IV = N&Q = O(CL(E)) EVl& (a, , G, v = v1v2 , 
and P = (v, vq16dz , vg15t,, s). Thus P z E(2*) and UE = U . R, = E . P. 
(3.1) (a) We have (N,(E)! E) = ((N, s)! I?) = Iv, + 33 .2 . 3 . 7v$ + 
66 . 2 . 3 ’ 721,” + 26 . 32 . 7v4?r,, where vra = (vp)2 = (v2”)s = 1 and 
(z$Yo)2 = VI . 
(b) C,(E) = (vl) x O(G(E)) and NG(E)/(EG(E)) s 3 Aut(M,,). 
Proof. (a) Clearly, s E N,(E) and r,” = vIv~oQ~, (~a%,,)~ = vlKs, (v~‘%~)~I~~~I 
= v~2%yo zzz ~Tpqzy 09 (a2 ?J%y 41 0) 6s 41 = y. ) (YlY2)% = vlvyw~%o = v;l,v~%o E 
CC~~(V~~~T~), and (v~v~Y~)S[J~ = v’lv~q~~o = Vito . 
Furthermore, (v~@~Y~Y~)S = v2%$orI E CC~~(ZI~Y~) and (v;~~~Y~Y~)~ = vz%$413rI~z 
E v;Q2wlY2(vl) c ccl‘&~Y172). 
Making use of (1.12) and (2.7) we now easily verify the claimed results. 
(b) Note that C,(E) = C,,(E) = C,(R,) = <vl) = Z(E); since E Q S, 
Z(E) is an S,-subgroup of Co(E). Therefore C,(E) = O(C,(E)) x Z(E). 
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Note that S = E P (ICI2 x (Q)). Since (aI, a ’ 3 7 *ItI ) 2% 9 1 2+ 5, rd )<A< 
CA (4 and +, , $+I, b3, Gl> d fW4), we get 1 i: [h ,513 = T$+ ,.d 5
G&2 > 6 > d,, , a, > a3) = (vu1 ? v2). As s E ccl,(~,) and qs E ccl,V(v,) as well as 
(zI~v~s)~I% = qs, we see that [d,, , s] = It1 , s] = v2 = vlv. So the following 
relations hold : 
it1 , v] = [tl , vQG2] = [tl ) vq&‘J = 1, [tl ) s-j = 0,v; 
[a, , v] = [tz ) f&] = 1, [t2 ) vQc&] = v, [t2 ) s] = VG& 
[d, ) v] = [d, , vaLq = 1, [d, ) v”Q = v, [d, ) s] = ve22; 
Cd*’ ) v] = [d,, ) vQ~‘d2] = 1, - [dZi ) v’nG2] = vaQa ) [d,+ ) s] = ‘U~V. 
Note that a, has no fixed points on E - Z(E); henceFO = (CN(al mod O(N)), 
s> = (O(N), VI , a, > V& , s) and F = (N,((a,) rrmci O(iV)), s) = F9 . (L,). 
Moreover, (1%: s) = EF with E n F = E n F. = Z(E) and 2s . 33 7 . 
11 I I w,m’: . 
Put D = N,(E), D = D/C,(E), l? = D/(E@,(E)), and H7a = S n F = 
(vI , V,K,, i s, i,); then S = E .pz E SyI,(B) and so D = E. C for some sub- 
group C of C with C G E < C,(E). Since / D / divides / Aut(E)/ , we get 
28 . 33 . 7 11 j 1 C / / 28 . 1 Aut(E)j,, = 2* 38 52 7” . I I . 17 . 31. 
Clearly, (D! E) = 32 . 7 11~~0 + 2 32 . 7 . Ilv,‘Jj 2j . 32 . 7+Yo and 
32 7 11 = 31 . 22 + 11 = 17 . 40 + 13,2 32 . 7 I 11 = 31 .44 + 22 = 
17.81 + 9, and 25. 32. 7 = 31 ‘65 + I = 17. 118 + 10. 
Now suppose that there exists an element x of D with O(X) = 17. 
hand we certainly have 1 CE(x)j >, 1 + 13 + 9 + 10 = 33, but o 
hand, by a theorem of Maschke, 1 CE(x)i = 24. So 17 y I B 1 I 
Let x c D with o(a) = 3 I and let X, and X, be subgroups of E containing Z(E) 
such that XI = CE(x) and Xa = [z, 21. Then XI g II? and X2 = [X2, z] x 
ence there exist x1 E X, and x2 E [X, ~ ~1 with [x1 , x2] = zI . So 
[x1 , xzx] and xzxax = xi” for some n E (2, 3 ,..., 30). Thus, 
1 = [Xl > x2x22] = [x1 ) x2pn = v1 ) which is absurd. Therefore 31 + / ia 1 ~ 
Put Q = O(M) and M, 2 CM(q); then i&II/Q s E(26) . (%&). Since S = 
. T E Syl,(UIIJI) and us E UM, with aa2: d, + t, , we get O,,,( LrlUI) = 
. and UlU, = QUR,Y with Q 4 Y and Y/Q s 3Z6 . So the Frattini 
ent yields UM, = QNUM,(URl) = QiVUMi(E). Morecver, we have 
J&J) = N,(E) = C,(E) and C,,:l(E) = Z(E) x C,(E) as well as 
E(24) E P = C,(P) q s = P . (rlr,, x (Q)). So D > NUM1(E)/CUM1(E) G 
E(212) . E(2*) . (??&) and NB(I?) = kzl(E) s E(2P) . (&Ye). 
We have proved so far that D=E.C with 28.33.5.7~Il\jCi== 
/~~~2s.38.58.72.11 and B>N&i3)gE(24).(%Y8) as well as B> 
G) = iyiTl x (CT1 , fl) gg E(23) GL,(2) x z; . 
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Now let x be an involution of pxr, - p. Note that aa2: v -+ ZI, s -+ s, 
-u%’ -+ vqt, d a -+ t, and hence Za E Nfi(P”). As Kia is dihedral of order 8 with 
[dz, , t,] = d2 , the involution x is conjugate to an element of Fd2 or Fd2, . 
Since Cp(dJ = Cp(d2+) r ~(2~) x is conjugate to Ja or da+ . 
So any involution of FEr, is conjugate under ND(P) to an element of (6, IJ& ,
A,,>. As Cdv) = ~dy,, r2>, G(d,) = G,,P2,> * (4 n R2), and Cdd,+) = 
G,(E2)a,2 . (4 n R,), we easily see that C,(x) s E(29 for any involution x of 
i%~, . 
Note that f1 is an involution of ,!? - pI?ra with CE(Z,) = C&Z,) (~a , f1 , 4) g 
JX(2’9. Since ,!? = pxrz . (fi) E Syl,(fi), application of a theorem of Thompson 
yields the existence of a subgroup D, of D with j D: Do / = j B,: &, 1 = 2. 
Note that C’s(p) = P” x O(Cfi(p)) and that L’a is a maximal subgroup of 
Alt, . So P” < Oaa(A7,(P”)) = O,,,(N&) = C’,(p) z E(24) x 2, and 
Nfi(pJC’B(p) G .& . Hence, p&?ra E Syl,(Dt,) and C#) = C,(p) as well as 
Ns,(P)/Cfi,(p) G Ah, . Clearly, D,, contains no subgroups the index of which 
is a power of 2. 
Put B = &O(&; by results of [lo], fjO h as sectional 2-rank four. Moreover, 
B,, is not solvable and Z(d,) = O(fi,,) = 1. We are in a position to make use 
of the main results of [8]: 
Since pa = (4 , plzl , s”) < a0 and P < (da)’ with Ntg J(P)/C’~~~J(F) z 
Ah,, (&)’ is a simple group of sectional 2-rank 4 with &!N,(2) # @ and 
27 . 32 . 5 . 7 . 11 1 I(&,) /; hence, (&,) is isomorphic either to Ah,, or to the 
Mathieu group n/r,, .
As & < (&)‘, P is not strongly closed in pJ?i, with respect to (&)I. Since 
(&)’ contains a section isomorphic to Ah, which acts on P and since Ah, has 
only one class of involutions, we easily see that (b,)’ has exactly one class of 
involutions. So (B,,)’ = d, z n/r,, and j b, / = 27 . 32 5 . 7 . 11. 
Clearly, O(o) = 0(&J and CB(p) = C,o(P”). Since there is an involution in 
8 - l?,, which induces an outer automorphism on N~O(~)/C~(P), we have 
B/O(B) g Aut(Jf2,) and 3 / j O(b)/ 1 36 .5 .7. 
Note that &,/O(B) ’ d m uces only the trivial automorphism on O(I?). Thus, 
elements of O(D)+ have no fixed points in i?#. So CB~(X) s O(B) . CsO(~)/O(b) 
< iV2, and / cclg,(x)l = / O(D)/ . / Ma, i/l C’s,(x)/ for any x E i?. 
- 
-We have 32 . 7 . 11 = 1 ccl~(v~)l = j ccl~,(v’$)i; since three divides j O(D)/ 
and since E(24) . Ah, contains no subgroups with index 3, C&@) is isomorphic 
either to 15(24) .Z; or to E(24) . Ah, . So / O(B)1 divides 32. 
Furthermore, we have j cclgo(v~)/ E {25 . 32 . 7, 24 . 32 . 7). Thus 22 3 . 
5 . 11 I 1 Cfi,(&)b> 1 23 . 32 . 5 . 11. Inspecting the structure of M22 we get 
CB~(V&) g L,( 11) which h as order 22 . 3 5 . 11. Therefore O(B) G 2, . 
As Nfi[p)/P” g %‘a , we finally conclude that d, s 3M2, and fi z 3Aut(i&). 
Q.E.D. 
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W) G(%) = WG(4) N,(E); in particular, C,(q) is 2-constrained. 
PYQOJ Let C = C,(w,), C+ = C/(Wl>, 73 = N,(E), d = ~~(~C~(~)), and 
s, = cm, * iq2 = E . P . K,, . 
We already know that D contains a subgroup D, such &at D = D, (tI), 
o gg 3M2,, and So = fXl, = VlR12 . (s”) E Syl,(B,). 
Now put x0 = (a, w% , d, , d,,) and X, = X0 x (ti); then XI is the only 
elementary Abehan subgroup of order 25 in 3, and i” and ,& are the only 
elementary Abelian subgroups of order 2d in 3, . It is well known that fi has 
exactly three conjugacy classes of involutions and that two classes of them are 
contained in d - L$; representatives of these two classes may be found in 
.i?] - 3, . Moreover, Nrj,(X,) acts on zI - A& inducing orbits of lengths 10 
and 6 on this set. 
We have a2: t, + t, , d2 - did,+ - dzT , zl ---f “J%- s- u%’ and s: d, + @I”, 
d,, -+ t.y~d~~ ,t, --f v,wt,; hence (iia ,S) < NB,(.%$). So fI and @& are repre- 
sentatives of the two conjugacy classes of involutions in B - D, . 
Now calculate {x E E i [x, u] f (q>} = C,(v) = V&r,, , r2), (x E E j Ix, z&+tJ 
E <al)) = CE(vd,,t,) (arw,d,) = (q , @, z@“l , vay, I’,,  z@rl ) TJ;~v&, and 
(x E E j [x, tI] E (q)) = C,(t,) = C,(E,) (T+, Y, , d,). So we conclude that 
C&cl) z E(28) for any involution x1 E D, - B 
and 
c&J s E(26) for any involution x, E D - Da . 
As E is the only subgroup isomorphic to 1%(213) in the &-subgroup S of @, E 
is weakly closed in s w.r.t. c. 
In what follows we assume by way of contradiction that 6 is not strongly 
closed in S w.r.t. C. - - - - 
Let p=(BIl?<S,B <&3gEC:Bg<Ej and let T be the maximal 
element of (~(B/CB(B)) j B E p}. W e are in a position to make use of results of 
[6, Chap. 91. So the following statements hold for any B contained in /3: 
(I) CFJ(E) = B n B 
(2) There exists an element g of C such that 
(3) There exists an e!ement & of B such that m@$,) + 3’ 3 HZ(E) -- 12, 
(4) If x is an involution of 8 with cclz;(x) n E # B, then m[[E, xj) < 7. 
Since P < $S/E) = 5, [IT, x] = C,(x) s I?(27 for any involution x E 3 - 
S, , and m([E, x]) = m( SO/E) = 4 for any invohrtion x E S, - Z”, we have the 
foilowing: 
(5) IfBE&thenB<&,. 
(6) Y = 4. 
Let 15 be an element of maximal order of ,/3; hence, by (3} and (S), 28 divides 
\ B / . Moreover, let x be an element of B - 6 and set aI = (B n .I??) . (x;‘ and 
22, = A@?,). 
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Clearly, [E, X] (B n E) < C,(x) g E(29. Therefore / & 1 = j C,(x)I . /[E, z] 
nBnEIbI[~,,]l.iBnBj=2*.IBnEI. Furthermore, there exists 
an element g in C such that (&)g < E and (&)S < s. If I& I > / B / , we got -- 
(B,)Q < 8, because B is an element of maximal order of /I; hence B,B, E p and 
thus/&/ >I21 >1B,B,Iwhichisabsurd.SojBj > l&j 324.jBnEl. 
As m(B/B n E) < 2’ = 24, we get 
(7) /IL?/ =I& =24.1BnEj. 
Therefore E(24) g BIB n .i?r EBIE < So/E z s,, . We know that P” and 
+& are the only subgroups of &, which are isomorphic to E(24). So either 
_- -- -- -- -- 
EB=EP=EUorEB=EX,. _- -- -- 
Suppose EB = EU. Th enBnB<Z(EU)=En i?and[E,x]<(EU)‘< 
En~~E(26);~~/B/=IB,/=IC,(x)l.j[~,~]nBnE/~22.j[~,~]l. 
I B n E I = 26 / B n E 1 , but this contradicts (7). 
So EB = EJ& and B n E < Z(Ex,,) = C,(&). As u = ~iz1~ E ccl,(v,) and 
v2 4 ccl,(~,), we have C,(xO) < C E ( U, +l”) = r0 . Note that [V, , d,] = [V, , da,] 
= (Vet, vyp); so C,(.&) = Cvo(d2 , d,,) = C,(R,) s E(27. Hence / B j = 
24 . I B n E j < 2’j. But this contradicts the fact that 28 divides 1 B j . 
We have proved that E is strongly closed in s w.r.t. C. So C is a S*(E)-group 
in the sense of [6]. 
Let H = EC; then i7 = E”gC and O(R) . E = 02r2(g) z&(x) for any 
S,-subgroup X of R containing E. Since s splits over E, the group E is an 
S,-subgroup of if. 
We have E < C,(E) < N,(E) = il n B g D and O/O(D) s E(29 . 
gAut(Ms,); thus N,(E)/C,(E) < Z, . Moreover, as C is an S*(E)-group, 
g/O(H) is isomorphic to a central product of an elementary Abelian 2-group and 
some quasi-simple groups of known type. 
Now suppose that N,(E) f- C,(E). Then B > O(R) . E and D/(R n D) s 
Aut(M2J acts on both, B and E; so we conclude that p/O(g) is a simple group 
isomorphic to L&2”), Sz(22”+1), or Ua(2”) for some suitable integer 12. As 
EE Syl,(R), the group R/O(R) is isomorphic either to L,(212) or to U3(2*). But 
this is absurd, because NR(E)/C,(E) z 2, and Aut(M2,) ,( Aut(R/O(p)). 
We have proved that N’(E) = C,(E). Application of a theorem of Burnside 
yields i7 = O(a) . E. Making use of the Frattini argument we finally get 
C = O(C) N,(E). 
Since E E Syl,(O,,,(C)) and C,(E) = O(C,(E)) x Z(E) = O(N,(E)) x Z(E) 
< O,,,(C), the group C is 2-constrained. Q.E.D. 
Notation. In what follows let C, = C (v G 1 3 v2”), c2 = C&29, Qo = WC,), 
Q = O,,,(C,), S2 = S n C2 , andM,=MnC,aswellasM2=MnC2. 
Clearly, O(M,) = O(M,) = O(M). Recall (M! U) = 17712~~ + 276~2; in- 
specting the structure of M24 we get C,(vJO(M) z E(27 . @&) and MJO(M) 
z Aut(M,,). 
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Since A, = O(A,) A, we may and do assume that q0 is an element of 
A, - O(A,) with qo7 E O(A,) < O(A,). 
(3.3) The following statements hold: 
(a) S, = UE3 . ((Y~Y~~~ , rIdI+ ) t,d,+) X (Ye)) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C, with Z(S,) = (vu1 , vay); moreover, S, E Syl,(UMa). 
(b) If Y is a subgroup of T n S, such that / 8,: UY / = 2 and j %(UY)i 3 
lZ3, then %(UY) = C,(Y) = (vu1 , v:oZ, v& G E(Zt3). 
Proof. (a) Clearly, S, = UE, . ((rl~adr , ~rdr+, t,&) X (pi)) is a Sy!ow 
2-subgroup of UMa and Z(S,) = (or , vzy)~ As U is a characteristic subgroup 
of S, s we have S, E Syl,(C,). 
(b) Let Y be a subgroup of T n S, such that ! 8,: UY / = 2 and / Z( UY)i 
3 ml23 and Iet R = (yl , r3dl , d,,). 
Clearly, UY 4 S, = U. E, . R . (tld2+> and Z(S,) < C,(Y) = Z(UY) as 
well as I$ n Y > E(23). Pf E2 n Y g E(Z3), we got C,(E, Cl Y) = C,(E,) = 
C,(E,) and thus C,(Y) = C,(S, A T) = Z(S,) which is absurd. ence, 
E2 0 Y and C,(Y) < Cr.,&). 
Let Jr, = Y n R(t,d,+); then Y = E2 . Y, and 1 Y, j = Z3. As C,(E, f 
y1r3dl , rIdI+ ) t,d,+); then Y = E2 . Y0 and 1 Y0 j = 23. As C,(Ea ~ TRY& , 
rIdI+ ) t,d,+) = Z(S,) and as (r1r3dl , r3d,+, t,d,+) is dihedral of order 8 wit 
center <v&, we have y1r3dl E Y, . So C,(Y) < CV(‘, 3 r,y&i) = 
cl? (v, ) z’p , v12y, vy). 
Now suppose that there exists an element x in YG with O(X) = 
yjj Yldl+rld,+ . As r1r3dl E Y, , we may assume that x E (r,j . 
ut in either case we get C,(Y) < C,(E, , rIr3dl I xi = Z(S,j, a 
contradicition. 
We have proved that Y,, z ~??(2~). Since R(tld2+) z D, x Z, with ~(~(~~d~+)) 
= (or , y&r), Y, contains rl . So C,(Y) < C,(E, , Y1 , Y&r) = (nr I vpzl vzy)- 
ED. 
(3.4) (a) There are exactly three conjugacy classes of involutions in hiMa/ U; 
these are represented by Ur, , UY, ) and Ur,r, . If x E e0 , or , ylyz , z@Y~Y~~, then 
~&(a,) n U . x = ccl,(x) = [U, x] . x; furthermore, ccE,(v,) n UT, = 
cc1U(Q0J~290) contains exactly 7 . 24 elements. 
(b) Mz acts irreducibly on u/(v.,Y>; moreover, (fs/4,i U) = 3 . 7 j Ila, f 
4 5 .7 . llv4,o + Iv,y + 3 .7 . Ilv,v,” + 4 ’ IIS. 
(cl 0 E K?o<%y>> !a3 . u> and C, = O(C,) .iVcz(E) = 
n4~/O(M) z 3425) . z; * 
PYOO$ (a) We have D, = C,(va”) n A = (err& , rIdX+, t,d,+) E @I,((@)‘) 
and D, X (Y& E Syl,(B), where CL(vzy) = O(L) I&By with 
(B, y) < A, < iii,(U). Hence W&BY < WV&,; as ~f~~i~~~f~) . U) g 
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Aut(Ma,), there are exactly three conjugacy classes of involutions in UMJU. 
Now we easily see that UY, , UY, , and Ur,l; are representatives of those classes, 
We have C,(Y,,) g E(27), {X E UY,, 1 x2 = l> = C,(Y,,) r0 , CU(rO, q,,) = 
(v,v~%,) and C(q,) n C,(r,) Y,, = {vrv p41 r,,}. Moreover, v~v,, E UT, n ccl,(v,) 
and ccl,(x) = [U, x] . x for x E C,(rJ r,, . As qa acts on both, C,(Y,) and 
Gtyo> PO 9 we get ccI,(v,) n Ur, = [U, Y,,] y. = ccl,(r,) and cd,(v,) n Go = 
4J@J(%y~o). 
Since r1r2 E ccl,(v,), V~Y~Y~ E ccl,(v,), and C,(r,r,) g E(29, we get CC~~(V,+~) n 
Ur,r, = CC~~((Z@)~ rrra) for i E (0, l}. 
As CU(yJ g E(2’), UY, E ccl,( Uyo). So the claimed results hold. 
(b) Put Ii0 = (Y o,r2, Y Y d Y d ) R = R, x (rl), and NG(U) = 13 1, 11+ f 
Nc( U)/C,( U). Recall that Ma E Aut(Ma,) and C,(q) g E(2”) . (%YG) with 
O,(Cz(v,)) = i?, = E; moreover, NG( U) n C, = UM, with O(Mr) = O(M). 
As E,O+, , r3dl ,d+ , ala3 , tld2+) = W2 , k, , ala3 , tld2+) < CLtvl , v2”> n 
No(U) and 1 Ma: Mr 1 = 1 cclMz( v1v2Y)] < 1 ccIM(v2~)I - 1 = 275, we get 
28 .3 ’ 5 1 / Ml / j 28 .32 .5. 
Now suppose that there exists a subgroup X of Mr with I X j = 32. Since 
X E Syl,(Ma) and ,Ze zB~ G Mz n & as well as (q , 4) E Syl,(B), there exists 
an element m of M with Xm = (gr , %a). We have C,(a, , as) = (vl , v2, s), 
vr(va , s) C cclG(v,), and {va , vss, s) _C ccl,(~,). As cozy . (vr) _C ccl,(v,) and 
<vl , v2Y>” < <vl , v2 , 4, we get 3” E (va , s)# _C ccl,(v,), a contradiction. 
We have proved that 1 Mr j = 2s .3 . 5 and so 1 ccI~,(v,)I = / CC~,~(V~V~Y)/ = 
3 . 7 . 11. Inspecting the structure of Mz2 and Aut(Ms,) we see that (MJ’ n $fl. 
g E(24) . Z; and Ml E E(25) . ,X5 . 
Obviously, ZIP E ccl,(v,) - c~l,~(vr) and s E ccl,( VJ - (ccl,~(v,va~) u (va1~})- 
Since CD(vp) e E(27 . (3&J and Z(S,) = (vr , v,~), I C~,(z@)I divides. 
27 . 32 . 5 and / Ca,(s)I divides 2’ . 32 . 5 . 7. 
Let x E Ca,(vzV, s) = O(A,) (By)’ with o(g) = 5. Then C,(x) = C,(E, , x) (s) 
c E(23) and (s} u C,(E, , x)# _C ccl,(v,). M oreover, there exists an element d in 
CA, (x mod O(A,)) with o(a) = 3. S ince Z,, $ Aut(Mz2) and C&U) G Aut(M,,) 
for each u in ccl&v2), we get I ccl,(v,) n C,(x)1 = 6 and therefore I ccl,(q) n 
C,(x)1 = 1. Hence 5 7 I Cam/ . 
So 2~11~~~~1~~(~)~~276-(3~7~11+1)=4~11 and 2.5.7- 
11 / / ccl&+)I G 1771 - 231 = 4. 5.7 . 11. 
Now let x E (vQ10, s}; note that (x, va%] C cclw(x). If I C,z(x)~2 = 2’, then, by 
(3.3) (b), there exists an element m in M with <vsY, x)~ G (vr , VP’, v2”>. But 
this is impossible, because (v, , v~o’)# _C ccl,(q) and (vr , v~‘) . v2g C ccl~(v.J. 
Therefore ] CrvI,(x)12 = 2’j and 4 1 1 CC~,~(X)~ . This finally proves (Ma! U) = 
3 .7. llv, + 4.5.7 . 1lv;jo + Iv,” + 3 .7. llv,v2Y + 4 * 11s. 
(c) Obviously Q ~{Q,(v,v), Q. . U}, because Mz acts irreducibly on 
W7J2">* 
Since C,(vr) = O(CG(v,)) N,(E), we easily see that C, = (C, n O(CG(v,))) x
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N,JE) = O(C,) N,,(E) and O(C,) n N,$E) = O(iV’,$“)) = O(C,(E)). Hence 
GP(Cl> = ~c.pwvGw an d so, by (3.f), j C,/O(C~)~ = P . 3 ’ 5. 
Note that UMr < C, and UMJO(M) c E(2r1) . E(25) . Z; . Hence, 2rs . 3 ’ 
5 1 / o(q) UMl/O(CJ < j C,/O(C,)~ = 219 .3 .5. so O(C,) n UMI = 
and Cr = O(Cr) UMl . 
(3.5) We have C, = O(C,) UM, with O(Q n U’M~ = O(M) and C,/ 
g E(2rr) . Aut(Mz,). In particular, the group C, is 2-constrained. 
6 i 4;), 22 = <To , rz , 
f-1 , aid,+), and Sg = U . E2 . D, = U . R * ecall that CL(zieY) = 
O(L) EzB” with ByylO(By) gg & , D, X (YJ ES and D, E §yl~((~~)~)~ 
moreover, S, = Sz . (6) E SYld uw.> 2 SYkdG)- 
Suppose that C, contains no subgroups with index 2. Then there exists an 
element g in C, such that rrg E Sz. As (rs , y1 , ?I,%~> _C ccl,(v,), (FL’~v~ , qz~a”> C 
ccl,(v,), and ccI,(v,) n UY, = ccl,(r,), we conclude that rig E ccl~,(w~). So we 
may assume that yrg = VP. Let X be an S’%-subgroup of Cc,(v$) containing 
S, R C(V~); since X < UMz and 4 j j cclUM,(zIp”)j , we get X = S, fi C(V~) = 
U&(d,, ) rr) and Z(X) = (q , ZI~Y, VP). Note that C,2(~,) = C,(r,) ’ R(d, ? 
t,d,, ) I& and Cs(CU(rl)) = U(Y&. Hence, Z(C,z(rI)) = <vI , zi’ag, rl> is also the 
center of an &-subgroup of CcB(rl). So we may assume that (ZJ, , wa7~, rr)” = 
‘1 , va1~, VP). Since (vr , Van, VP> n ccl,(v,) = vzY ~ (vr) and vzQ = ~~15, we get 
;:p3y = V~ZI~Y. Thusg E C, = O(C,) UMr . Therefore (@),-l = rI E O(C) U; 
but this is impossible. 
Hence, C, contains a subgroup Cc with 1 C,: Cc / = 2 and Si E Sy?a(C$). 
Clearly, U is weakly closed in Sz w.r.t. Cz. 
ssume by way of contradiction that U is not strongly 
X\X<S,*,X$ U,3gEC$:Xg< U> and r= 
max(m(X/X f7 U‘) [ X E p). We kn ow that Sz/ U is isomorphic to &-subgroups 
of the Mathieu group iI&,; hence Y < 4. As Ma, contains exactly one conjuga 
class of involutions and [U, Y,,] G E(2*), application of the results in [S, Chap. 
yields Y = 4; furthermore, p contains elements of order divisible by 27. 
Let X be an element of maximal order of ,B and let t be an element of X - U; 
put XI = (X n U) I (t) and X, = Iv,(X,). Then j Xa j = i C,(t)i . i[U, t] pi 
X P, U j and XI E /3; in particular there exists an element c in C,* such that 
X,C~UandX,C~S~.If!X,I>jXj, we get Xzc < U because of the maxl- 
m&y of 1x1; hence, X,X,E/? and /X,1 </XIXzl <1X1, but tbis is 
absurd. So / X j > I X, / . Clearly, x, = [Up t] (X n a/; < C,(t); thus 
1 X / > j c,(t)] . 1[U, t]I . j Xn U l/I X0 j 2 l[U, t]] . I X n U 1 = 24. j Xn 
U ! ~ As 1 X/X n U j < 2 = 24, we have the following: 
27//x\ =24.]Xn UI and C,(t) = [U, t] (X n U) s E(27); 
in particular, UXE (UE, , UR>. 
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Suppose UX = UR; then E(23) 5 X n U < C,(R) = (vu1 , z1J’, vpl). Note 
that [U, Y,J = ([V, Y,,], [s, ~a]) = (vr , $, VP’, @%a). Putting t = ~a we get 
E(27) g C,(r,) = [U, Y,,] C,(R) g E(26) which is absurd. This contradiction 
yields UX = UE, and X f~ U < C,(E,) = C,(E,). 
Let (e, , e2 , e3 , e4) = (y. , * 2 , d, , t2). Then there exist elements ui in C,(eJ 
with uiei E X and [ui , ej] = [uj , ei] for all i, j E { 1,2, 3, 4). Copying the argu- 
ments of (2.4) (d) we get X < W*l?, = VE, and ui E C,,(ei) = C,(E,) (eiet) 
for i E (1,2, 3, 4). 
If [ui ) ej] = 1 for some i, j E {I, 2, 3, 4} with i # j, then uk E C,(E,) for all 
k E (1, 2, 3,4); hence X < C,(E,) E, = W. So suppose [ui , ej] = [uj , ei] f 1 
for all i, j E {1,2, 3, 4) with i # j. Then ui E C,(E,) . eieiS and so uiei E C,(E,) . 
eisCVforalliE{1,2,3,4};h ence X < V. Since s E C$ with Ws = V, we may 
,and do assume that X < V. 
If 1 X 1 is divisible by 2s, then 2s - 156 = 356 < / ccl,(v,) n X j < 
1 ccl,(v,) n U j = 276; but this is impossible. 
So suppose that / X 1 = 2*; then E(24) g x/(X n U) r X n U < C,(E,) 
and (vr , vqo r ‘, ~@@~2) n (X n U) f 1. Note that {v~‘, z@~@~) (or) u {ur} C 
c~l,~(vr) and vn,O vr zir ’ Q q@~(~l) C ccl~,(v1v2~); thus X n U n cclM2(v1) # m. 
Let w E X n U n c~l,~(zQ. We know that there exists an element g of C, 
such that Xg < U. Therefore wQ E c~l,~(vJ and we may assume that wg = w. 
So Ms contains an element m such that vr” = w and g E Cc(z12~, w) = 
O( c,p un/r,m. Since X 4 U and UMIm < NG( U), we may assume that 
g E O(C,)“. Thus, [X, g] < UE2 n O(C,)m = 1. This implies X = Xg < U, 
a contradiction. 
We have proved that 1 XI = 27. Hence, E(23) E X n U < C,(E,) and 
C,(t) = C,,(t) = [U, t] x (X n U) f or any tEX- U. As UX= UE,, we 
getXnUn[V,e]~XnUn[U,e]=1foralle~Ez.SinceE,isnormalin 
T, we have X n U n ccl,(w) = m for any e E E, and w E [V, e]+. So, by (1.9), 
(X n U) _C ccl,(v& u cclr(vrl) u cd,(v,). 
Note that ccl,(v,y) = v2y(v1 , v$~) and cclT(vrl) = v~“l{(vl , vzY) U (71~) x 
(~~0 , VULVA}} as well as vzy * v~l(vl) (v;lo , v~2v~} = ~~~~(21~) {v$~~~, VP} _C 
CC~~(V~~~). Hence, there exists an element w,, E vrl . (q) such that (v2y, w,,) < 
X n U < (v2y, wo) u CC~,(V,). 
Put I=v,{l, v$ v$@‘$ v,zI’$~v~zI’$~~}; then I u v2g .1=(x E ccl,(v,) I v2yx E 
cclr(v2)> and I X n U n I I = / X n U n v2 g.11 =2.Moreover,ifXn UnI 
= (il , i2), then ili2 E C,(E,) n ccl,(v,). Making use of (1.10) we get {ir , ia} E 
{{v 2 , v&@J~~), {VIVID, v,vIv~2v~~v~~q~}} and ili2 E v’$vI~~~~(v~). As vay E X n U, 
we have m # X n U n v~%@I~~~ . (vr) C v@I~~~ . (v& _C cclr(r1~~2). But this 
contradicts the fact that (X n U)# _C ccl,(v,). 
This contradiction finally proves that U is strongly closed in Sz w.r.t. Cz. 
So C.$ is an S*( U)-group in the sense of [6]. 
Put H = UC:. As Sz splits over U, we easily see that U E Syl,(H). Since 
HnNG(U)<UMz, we have U~HnN,(U)~O(M)~U=C,(U). So 
U. As H is normal in C$, the Frattini argument yields Cc = 
Q = O,*,(CF$) = $30 . u and cs = O(C,j r%i,,(U) = 
iousiy, Cz is 2-constrained. 
We know that v1 and vu2Y are representatives of the two conjagacy classes of 
involutions of G and that both, C,(v,) and CG(uclaY) are Zconstrained. 
Since G/O(G) satisfies assumptions (Al), (A2), and (AS), wc may assume that 
(G) = I. Now application of a theorem of [18] yields S(l%r,(U)) < ~(C~~~*?~)) 
= 9 and O(CG(vI)) = I. So, by the main result of [15], G G I4 . 
e have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREiLf 3. Let G be a jifinite group safisjying the uss~~~~~o~s (Al), (A2), and 
(A3). Then G/O(G) is isomorphic to J4. 
Furthermore, the proof of the Main Theorem is complete. 
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